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Graduation Speaker Still Unkno Wn
refuse

* by Eaura Allendorf
to

popular

mencement

belief,

commencement address: on May. 24.
Nor is Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick.
Nor is Metropolitan Opera Tenor Luciano Pavarotti.
A spokeswoman at the White House

office

said

that

confirmed

to

his

have

address

or.

receive

that

former

Arkansas

governor

York,

an amused

opera

singer,

Among those speaking at American

not an educator.”

With graduation less than a month
away,
administration
officials still

Ronald Reagan
for each of its eight schools, confirmed
its selections
last month,
Those
delivering commencement addresses at
G.W, include Supreme Court Justice
Warren Burger for the Law Center,
and Elliot Richardson, Chairman of
the United Nations Association of the
United States, for the School of Public
and International Affairs.

According to Howard

University’s

campus newspaper, The Hilltop, Vice-

President George Bush will deliver the
school’s commencement ‘on. May 9.
Vanessa Morgan, an office assistant
for the paper, said that. students had
drawn up a petition protesting the

choice of Bush as speaker, which the

Luciano Pavarotti

University

President

refused’

to

University are Judge
Ruth
Bader
Ginsberg of the U.S. Circuit Court of]
Appeals, Virginia’s Lieutenant Governor
Charles
Robb,
and
George]
Guilder, Program Director of the International
Center
for - Economic]
Studies and author of Wealth and]
Poverty.
According
to spokespersons
for
AU’s
student
Confederation
and
Women’s Center, students are planning to protest the selection of Guilder
by ‘turning their backs during his address.
Director
of the
Women’s
Center, Barbara Wien, called Guilder

DiRito Freed, Henry Blamed in Record Loss
hallway, the kitchen, and the living
room.’’ Henry added, ‘‘Those albums’
were both a nuisance and a fire
hazard.”
In December, DiRito moved out of

by James Coakley
HOYA

Staff Reporter

As a result of a hearing conducted
Wednesday
night, the Georgetown
University Adjudication Board acquit-

ted

former

president

of Radio

the

charge.
The hearing was intended to rule on
the degree of responsibility held by
DiRito and Henry for the loss of 2500
former WGTB-FM albums. However,
close to 300 of those records have

recently been returned.
It was revealed that at 3 a.m. on
January 20th, Henry and three of his
roommates and a friend took the
albums out of the Henleville apartment in which they had been stored

*

Henry claimed

that

I never

agreed

to accept

respon-

sibility for the albums. They are just
looking for a scapegoat,’’ Henry commented. ‘‘I may appeal, but I may not
since it’s not worth my time because
-the whole incident is stupid. A reprimand from someone like Ken Hickox
is a worthless annoyance and not
something to get upset about.”
The HOYA has determined that: the
albums
were
stored
in Lauinger

Library from the closing of WGTBFM in April of 1979 to October of last

left the

albums

he and

his room-

mates each made several ‘calls to the
SAC requesting that the albums be
moved.
“They repeatedly told us,
‘We’re working on it.””’
Kramer replied he did not recall ever
‘receiving any messages from DiRito or
Henry
concerning
the
albums.
However, Kramer did say he was trying very hard to find storage space.
When asked by the GU Adjudica-

GPGU Returns

and placed them in the adjacent courtyard patio. “Within an hour,” said
Henry,
‘‘all
the
albums
.were
gone...and I have no idea where they
are.”’’ (This incident was only partially
recounted to The HOYA last week
when Henry said, ‘‘we had a big birthday party, and when it was over, all
the records were gone.’’)
Presiding over the adjudication procedure were Enid:Murroni, Woody
Johnson, and Ken Hickox. Representing the SAC were Director Walt
Kramer and Chairman Phil Inglima.
“I feel that the SAC and Adjudication Board are being hypocritical in

and

behind, informing Henry that the SAC
had promised him the albums would
be moved within a week.

‘80,

Geoff DiRito, of ‘‘theft of University
property,” a charge that was brought
by the Student Activities Commission
(SAC). It also decided to issue a full
reprimand to DiRito’s ex-roommate,
Bill Henry, in response to the same

apartment

by Sarah Rosenson
Contributing Editor

Georgetown University’s attempt to

move the case brought against it by the

but

would

be

remanded to the Superior Court of the
District of Columbia. The GPGU,
along with the Gay Rights Coalition of
the Law School, is suing the University
for official recognition and funding.
Federal Courts only have jurisdiction over cases involving questions of
federal law and cases in which the parties come from different states. In her
ruling,
Judge
Green
upheld
the
arguments of the GPGU lawyers that
their case rests.on the D.C. Human
Rights Act rather than any federal law
or the federal constitution.
Only if Georgetown’s defense argu-

ment that it is a religious institution
and therefore

exempt

from

the D.C.

v

ty. EE)

In response to the Board’s decision
that he
be
reprimanded,
Henry
declared, ¢‘I feel it’s ridiculous that I
should be singled out as the individual
responsible for these albums.”’
Any student who has any of the
WGTB-labeled albums is still urged to
return them to the SAC so that they

may be used in the establishment of
the proposed AM

Carrier Station.

i

X

to DC Courts
case until it was removed to federal
court. Judge Braman had set a trial
date of September 21, which still
stands.

Earlier

this

week

Judge

Braman

they

are having

in

the

pre-trial

ing to take on its legally mandated
responsibility for paying the travel expenses of GPGU’s
expert witness,

Daniel Maguire of Marquette University. The status conference was set for
May 15.
However, on Wednesday Charles
Wilson, lawyer for the University,
agreed to reschedule Father Healy’s
“deposition
after the deadline
for
answering
interrogatories
filed « by
GPGU rather than before.” He also

-agreed to pay Maguire’ $ expenses,
“The

University is becoming much
cooperative, and I link this
directly to our filing the motion and
the Judge setting a status conference
date,””
said
GPGU
lawyer
Ron
Bogard.

Human Rights Act because of the Free ~~ more
Exercise guarantee of the first amend- :

because
of
its religious
nature
Georgetown’s receipt of federal money
violates the Establishment Clause.
Thus, as Judge Green stated in her

been moved and the defendants were

advantage of a simple act of generosi-

discovery process. According to the
GPGU lawyers, the University was not
cooperating in making its witnesses
available for deposition, and was fail-

Court

records were not moved, they would

getting impatient. Said DiRito, ‘‘there
‘were albums in every closet, in the

that I have a very simple answer. The
thought never crossed my mind.”’
Commented DiRito, “The SAC’s.
refusal to rent storage space was a simple act of frugality. They were taking

States

ment of the federal constitution is
upheld will the gay groups argue that

be disposed of. After reaching an
understanding with the SAC that permanent storage for the albums would
be found within three weeks, DiRito
agreed to temporarily keep the albums
in his Henleville apartment.
By November, the albums had not

for the albums, Kramer replied, “For

granted a motion filed by the gay
groups for convening a status conference, in order to work out problems

James
if the

year when Assistant Librarian
Delancey told the SAC that

tion Board why he didn’t rent storage

Gay People of Georgetown (GPGU)
to federal court was defeated last week
when Judge June Green ruled that the
case would not be tried in United,

District

opinion,

‘‘plaintiffs’ federal question

is a mere possibility or a contingency,’
and therefore the case should be heard
in state (D.C.) court.
The case was remanded to D.C.

Superior Court
Judge
Leonard
Braman, who had presided over the

only one or two of these faculty
members will return to part- -time positions.
Administration officials have been
‘evasive about releasing this information, refusing to give exact information to either students or the press.
They have quoted cuts ranging from
‘“‘some’’ to ‘two or three’ professors.
When Elizabeth Hughes, Dean of
the Nursing School, was asked to comment on the cuts, she explained that
the school is suffering from the effects
of a national decrease in the pool of
nursing school applicants. Hughes said
that the class of 1985 has been targeted

‘I’m waiting to form an opinion on
whether a conference is still necessary
until I get the specific information on
the new
deposition
dates,”’
said
Bogard. He pointed out that even if
the two original reasons for having the
conference became moot, the Judge
may still decide to hold it in order to

clear up other matters.

has

Hughes
made

admitted that this decrease
faculty cuts necessary, but

declined to delinate the exact number
of positions which would be lost
because, she said, the final decision is
not to be made official until July 1.
However, when asked if several faculty
members would lose their jobs, she
- responded
‘‘No, I would not say
several, but some will.”
A meeting was called Wednesday
night after a few students expressed
concern over possible faculty cuts and
curriculm changes. Faculty representatives, academinc council ‘members
and concerned students gathered to
discuss the -intended actions. When
asked to clear up the confusion about
the matter by giving exact figures of
the proposed cuts, Dean Rose McGarrity was reluctant to specify them, but
put the number of lost positions at only two or three.
Anne Parsons, a member of the
academic council, said she had heard
the cuts were to be larger and was

Student Life Policy Committee
Ends

Debate on Constitution
by Pat Singer
Asst. News Editor

sexist and racist and claimed that the
Dean of AU’s College of Arts and
Sciences, Frank Turaj, had made the
selection without consulting students
or faculty.
Students at the University of Pittsburgh also employed silent protest
tactics at their April 26 commence-|
ment
which
featured
U.N.
Ambassador
Jeane
Kirkpatrick. * UPI
reported that about 45 students turned|
their backs on the speaker.
Frank Reynolds, news anchorman
for ABC,
is scheduled to deliver
Catholic University’s commencement
address.

decrease
class of

1981.

faculty cuts for the
1981-82 will
eliminate eight of the current twentytwo full-time positions; a result of the
fiscal crunch brought on by projected
decreases in next year’s enrollment.
The result will be an increased workload for remaining faculty and larger
lecture courses for students. At most,

Jeane Kirkpatrick
acknowledge. The petition stated that
Bush speaking at Howard was an af
front to blacks, Morgan said, because)
of the Reagan administration’s alleged}
lack of commitment to blacks.

been
‘“The
said,
is an

Staff Writer

A faculty member in the Nursing
School has confirmed that impending

William

Hans

Boon said that Pavarotti had not
invited to present the address.
man doesn’t speak English,’’ he
adding haughtily, ‘‘Pavarotti

HOYA

Other universities in the Washington
area have already announced their
graduation
.speakers.
George
Washington, which chooses a speaker

knowledge

- to be 100 students, a 30%
compared to the incoming

by Dave Greenwald

Clinton (1980).

Kirkpatrick had not been asked to
speak at commencement. ‘‘It is my
understanding, however, that she has
been asked to receive an honorary
degree,’’ he added.
Sources, however, have indicated
that Kirkpatrick may nevertheless be
named as the graduation speaker, and
several have said that she has been in
contact with university administrators.

In New

1, 1981

Nursing Faculty to be Reduced

-

cluded entertainer Pearl Bailey (1977),
columnist
George
Will (1978),
humorist Art Buchwald (1979), and

Father Healy last month invited the
President to deliver the address, but
Reagan ‘‘declined to accept the invitation due to scheduling conflicts.”’
Kirkpatrick’s press secretary at the
United Nations, Ambassador Lichens-

tein,

who

honorary degrees. While all other
graduation arrangements have been
made, the President’s office has not
yet released any details on the keynote
speaker.
Speakers in previous years have in-

Presi-

dent Reagan is not likely to deliver the

scheduling

persons

Friday, May

been considered to deliver the com-

HOYA Staff Writer

Contrary

to identify

D.C.

WASHINGTON,

The Student Life Policy Committee

The committee has in the past Weeks
talked of disbanding if its terms were
not met, but following a lack of
response from the administration, it

of the

decided to back away from its original

past nine months ended today when

position.
In a letter addressed to SLPC
chairperson Leona M. Fisher, Stott
noted, “While I remain in basic agreement with the SLPC
proposal of
November 19, neither 1 nor Father
Freeze can accept the concept of a dual
reporting structure.”” He added, “I
share your sense that the resolution of
this particular matter should take
place as quickly as possible so that the

(SLPC)

constitutional

debate

members voted to end attempts to incorporate a dual reporting structure
into a new constitution which it has
been writing.
The dual reporting structure would
have
mandated that
Fr.
Donald
Freeze,
S.J.,
Provost
and
VicePresident
for Academic Affairs, as
well as Vice President and Dean of
Student Affairs William Stott listen to
the suggestions of the SLPC. Prior to

1977, resolutions

approved

by

the

SLPC automatically became University policy after 30 days unless vetoed by
the University President. In September
of that year, the administration reduced the SLPC’s function to that of a
strictly advisory committee, reporting,
at that time, to the Academic vice-.
president. Present practice, however,
limits reporting to Stott only and
thereby, according to advocates of the
new system, excludes reporting to the
man in charge of academic affairs.

committee may direct its full energies
towards the many issues on the Student Affairs agenda.’’
:
Noting that Freeze had not responded in writing, committee members concluded that the debate was at a standstill and decided to accept Stott’s
recommendations.
\
Student member Ken Hickox moved
. the question to a vote, saying that the

‘committee had already spent too much
time
in prolonged
disagreements.

constitutional

disturbed
that
the administration
would not reveal the complete situation to students. This feeling was
reflected by many students who were
upset by this alleged lack of communication between the administra-

tion and student body on many issues
including the changes planned for next
year. They expressed anger that they
had heard of the cuts by rumor instead
pf directly from the administration.
Parsons indicated that many students
had even distributed petitions in hopes
of retaining their instructors.
Several students have expressed concern that a cutback in the number of
already strained faculty would
be
detrimental to the program. Parsons
said that the most harm would,be done
if the number of students per clinical
instructor were to increase. However,
at the meeting, advisor to the academic
council, Mary Ann Lashet assured

students

that

this

ratio

would

not

change, saying that there were national
guidelines to be followed. She also
stated that any losses in full-time faculty would be compensated for by more
effectively using part-time faculty.
Parsons admitted that the cuts were
a very ‘serious matter, but cautioned
against an overreaction to the news.
She said that the program is stable and
being improved by a restructing of the
curriculum including streamlining it to
eliminate duplicity and reflect the
wholistic philosophy of nursing advocated by the school. This philosophy
differs from three year associate and
hospital diploma programs which have
their students spend a majority of their
time in clinical practice.
Scores on the state board exams, the
crucial test which a graduating nursing
student
must
pass
to become
a
registered nurse, suffer from this program of study. Dean Hughes said that
she was unhappy with the first time
failure rate of 20%, but explained that
it is comparable to.other four year
bachelaureate degree programs.
Hughes added that she was taking
steps to improve the scores by restructuring
the
curriculum,
increasing
clinical hours and designing mutually
supportive courses:
Anne Parsons commented that the
state
boards
‘‘stress
archaic
philosophy of nursing,”” and do not
adequately reflect the expertise of four
year
graduates.
Echoing
Parsons,
Hughes affirmed - the Georgetown’s
four
year
nursing
program
was

superior

to

more

clinically

based

associate
and
diploma
courses
although exam success rates fo not
compare favorably.

Academic Council Sponsors Gambling Trip
by Don Murphy
Contributing Editor,

An
estimated
$30,000
changed
hands last Thursday night in a gambling excursion to Atlantic City sponsored
by
the
freshmen
on
the
Academic Council of the School of
Business
Administration.
The = fortyseven participants journeyed via bus to
the Resorts International Casino to try
their luck at what is becoming a growing fad at GU, gambling.
The trip, which was coordinated by
representatives Drew Fine and Al
Milano, took the gamblers to the gaming tables where they spent hours lear-

ning the rudiments

of the games

The most popular form of gambling, however, remains poker as is evident from the current proliferation of
the ‘all night poker game.”’
One such game is held on the fourth
floor of Darnall and has been in existence for over two months. Six or
seven people usually gather in the
lounge each night where at least four

games
a week
extend
over
into
breakfast. Gains and losses in this
gamecan range up to a maximum of
sixty to eighty dollars in a single night.
Pat Darcey, a regular in the game who
hopes to study this summer to obtain a
dealer’s license for Atlantic City, summed up the situation, saying, ‘‘It’s a
way of life, man.”’

of

chance and utilizing various Black
Jack systems. Losses and winnings
varied greatly, according to the participants, but losers did outnumber
winners.

The excursion was approved by the
Student Activities Commission (SAC)
and generated one hundred dollars for
the Academic Council which was, according to Fine, ‘‘kept away from the

roulette wheel.”
The trip: cost $20, but $10 in
quarters was refunded to the students
by the Casino. The newly elected
Council plans to organize a return trip
next semester, and expresses anticipation of an even larger response. Fine
reflected on the gambling excursion,
saying, ‘‘Everyone had a really great
time betting next year’s tuition.”’
Other forms of gambling include the
raffle, and WROX, the new AM Carrier has been using the method as a

fruitful fundraising tool. Participants
can make a donation of 50 cents a
chance and can hope to win an hour of
air time once the station opens. Over

$125 has been raised already, and Bart
Edes, publicity manager for the station, states, ‘“‘It’s an easy way to raise
money.”’

Another local raffle is the ‘buck a
chance’ raffle being sponsored by a
local grade: school,
Grade
school
students have approached numerous
students requesting purchases.

Poker popularity has surged, especially in Darnall Hall

LT
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What Ever Happened to.....?

In

the past year

The HOYA

of the loose ends involved in these
~ stories, The HOYA
rent status report:

presents this cur-

All

of

the

students

were

! ‘suspended and fined.
Assistant
Vice
President
and
Associate Dean of Student Affairs Bill

3

‘Schuerman explained that the University does not use expulsion as a sanc“tion. Those students who were con~ victed of or pleaded guilty to felonies
in DC court were suspended from
school for two years.
The others, who committed misde-

~ meanors, were also suspended, but the
punishment

was not enforced.

They

were allowed to stay at Georgetown

with the understanding that if they got
into any further trouble, or committed
even a minor violation, they would
; ‘automatically be cut for two years.
+

problem up 100 percent,” said Direc-

Action Office since that time, Sabai.
listed the following accomplishments: :
Procedures for recruiting ‘blacks,

According to Schuerman, all of
those students who received suspended

‘discomfort for the employees that the

and are currently’ being reviewed by
University officials for comments and
suggestions. ‘We hope to get these approved shortly for implementation

office had to be closed down for a day.

next fall,’” said Sabai.

dilution tank under the floor of the
Work
Study
Office
caused
such

Since

then

a wall

has

been built

around the tank and the door leading
to it has been sealed. These actions
have prevented any odors from escaping into Work Study, but they have
gone through the ventilation system into the Financial Aid Office across the
hall.
According to Payne, the University
also intends to attempt to put an ex-

haust system into the room above the
tank, but ‘‘it is not easily accessible to
the outside.”
The Financial Aid Office has been
provided with a small window fan in
order to draw the fumes out, but
workers there are still complaining of
headaches and nausea.

suspensions did return to Georgetown,

The

grievance

several

been

against

have

discriminated

been revised, and now

state explicitly that student employees

have access to the grievance process.
Approximately ten such grievances,

including several filed before Sabai’s
arrival, have been resolved in ways
satisfactory both to the individuals involved and to the-University.
| According to Sabai, Georgetown ‘is
in a unique and ideal position for attracting top-level people because of its
prestige, its location, and the fine
quality of its students. All of these factors make our job of recruiting women

.and blacks easier.”

* XK
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Georgetown University
Ball Point Pens
this pen made by

may be the smoothest
writing pen around
;

stolen!]

security measures

have

been’

;

g

:

a

-

LS

only

stationery store, just a few blocks from campus.
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nights during finals:
Tuesday, May 5
Wednesday, May 6
Thursday, May 7
Sunday, May 10
May

11

Tuesday,

May 12

Wednesday,

May

>a

Monday,

All the other days during finals we
‘will be open our regular hours.

IN HONOR OF THE GRADUATING
SENIORS WE WILL BE OPEN
WEEK
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Fogg.

Seems

like

Ak

is

getting

nostaligic for the Hilltop and wants to
come back while people still remember
who he is. The Sneer guesses we’d all
be nostalgic for the Hilltop too, if we
lived in Portales, New Mexico...
The Sneer, in its tradition of fine
public service, has received a message
to pass along: Joanne Yvon, ‘‘a cer-

- tain

older

gentleman

East

at the friendly neighborhood

©

Sneer would like to welcome back 1979
grad and former Editor-in-Chief Alan

in New

York'|

At the semi-annual Corp party Fri- - sends his love and is expecting a letter
any day now.” |
day night, John Holback was caught
‘Tahitian-tanned
ex-Stugov
Pres
smoking
Karen
Lloyd’s
Viriginia
Slims. When asked about his change in
Dave Goldwyn, spotted frolicking in
AER
the rays at the Livingston Taylor contaste, Lloyd replied, ‘I can turn
cert, remains on the waiting list at GU
Johnny on to annything... ”’
.
“We are nowhere near having a new
Law. Guess there aren’t too many
A Select group of Juniors at Thursalcohol policy, we don’t even have a
day night’s Cabaret tried to outdo last horses on the Admissions Committee,
formal - proposal
for
one,”
said
year’s antics of being kicked out six
huh ?
Associate Dean of Student Affairs Bill
Reality-bound Senior Charles Davis
times. Hillary Dee, Maria Garcia,
Schuerman.
/
refuses to accept the fact of his deparChris Bogart, Mike Sbabo and Betsy
| “Last year an informal committee
ture from the Hilltop. In a blatant atDonan started the evening in Copley
wah formed to examine the problem of. with dacquiris, roceeded to overcon- tempt to relive his Freshman,
‘alcohol abuse on campus. A few peoSophomore and Junior years in one
sume the overpriced champagne, and
ple formulated a draft statement, but
eveing of revelry, the dashing West
ended the night by collapsing a table.
that’s as far as it’s gotten,”’ he noted.
Virginian dazzled a multitude of social
The question remains, what’s left for
Schuerman pointed out that before / next year kids?... Judy Costello’s imcircles by hitting no more than twelve
the administration implemented such a
but no less than ten soirees in one
itation of a paint roller at Cabaret was
policy, it would work with Student,
evening. He was last seen circling the
also well received. Seems like the CAC
Government, the Student Life Policy
president was dressed head to toe in
Beltway in a Triumph Spitfire, asking
Committee, the Student Activities
directions
to the nearest
public
white but this didn’t stop her from hitCommission and other groups.
ting the muddy floor several times. We
facilities.
hear the dress is now a very chic brown
California Girl Blaine ‘‘Sophisticate’’
Smith had a trying time at Cabaret.
and white stripe...
* hx
After her table polished off some
Henley 83 was the site of a wild partwelve bottles of bubbley, it seems that
ty given by Sam Jackson and Karen
the sturdy Ms. Smith was the only amSnyder Saturday night. In fact, the
Saxa Sundries has announced final
dancing looked so good from the winbulatory body left in the whole motley
plans for its move to Healy Basement
crew.
Doing
her
best
Florence
dow, that it got several wayward
for the summer. They were forced to
freshmen dancing on the sidewalk outNightingale act, the West Coast Vixen
‘move because of air conditioning
escorted the shell-shocked preppies to
side..
renovations in Copley Basement.
their various places of residence, tuckJunior Bryan Maher, when asked
Saxa’s will be setting up shop in the
ed each in, and, when appropriate,
about his plans to work for New StuTV lounge. Although they plan to be
kissed them ‘‘Goodnight.”” We never
dent Orientation, ‘expressed
a
closed during part of Senior Week,
knew you had it in you.
preference to work with the freshmen.
they will be open at least for graduaRumor has it that a Pimp and ProHe explained
that
he
finds
tion.
stitute party is in the offing this friday.
‘‘freshmenettes most delightful.”” We
After commencement the store will
knew there was a reason why Bryan
Is it true, Princess, that there will be
close for another week, but will then
plenty of “‘action’’? Were you invited,
was coming back early...
open again for the rest of the summer,
The Sneer would like to wish a pleaC.D.?
maintaining daily hours of 9:00 am to
Have a good summer, kiddies, but
sant good-bye to Moosemarm Mary
7:00 pm
take notice—the Sneer never goes on
Munson who is headed for Spoleto this
vacation.
| time without N-grades. Congrats...

procedures for

illegally

was

taken in the office. Access to the safe”
- has been strictly limited, and it has
been moved to a room where it is in
constant view.

University employees who think they
have

$3,700

Life. According to GUPS Investigator
Sgt. Charles Christian, no suspect has |
been identified and the case is still}
under investigation.
|
On the recommendation of GUPS, ]

other minorities and women
for
‘academic positions have been drafted,

tor of Maintenance Edward Payne.

semester

from a safe in the Office of Residence,

affirmative action. When asked to]
discuss the activities of the Affirmative :

Some progress has been made in
{dealing with the fumes escaping into
the basement of White Gravenor, but
“it might not be possible to clear the

Last semester fumes seeping from a

Last April several GU students were
p arrested for possession and sale of

drugs.

* kK

has

covered a wide variety of campus
events and problems ranging from a
drug bust a year ago to fumes in the
Financial Aid Office. To tie up a few’

Last

Eight months ago Rosemary Kilken-'
.ny Sabai became GU’s new director of

and none have been in any further difficulty.
:

by Sarah Rosenson
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Drug Bust,
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Teilhard Syposium

Weiner Discusses

To Discuss Unity

Pildown Forgery

Of Knowledge

by Lucy Wang
HOYA Staff Writer

' by Sarah Rosenson

Speaking on one of the greatest
scandals to shake the paleontological
community, Dr. J.S. Weiner, who
originally
uncovered
the Piltdown
forgery, attempted Tuesday to clear
the name of Pierre Teilhard de Chardan, S.J. Teilhard, the subject of a
symposium on Teilhard and the Unity
of Knowledge to be held here at
Georgetown beginning today, was implicated in the forgery in an article
written by Stephen Jay Gould last

be

among

the

summer.
In 1912, the paleontological world
was awed by Charles Dawson’s find of
an ape-like jaw, found next to a
human skull on the Piltdown Common
in England. Dawson and Smith Wood-

feature

——

Tn -

speakers.
According to Father Thomas King,
S.J., who organized the symposium,
the events will be covered by U.S.
News and World Report, CBS, and

‘ward claimed the skull and jaw belonged to the same beast and suggested that

.the missing Darwinian link between
ape and ancient man had been

featured speakers, symposium events
will include films and videotapes on
Teilhard’s life and work, presentations
by authors who have written about
Teilhard, and the sale of books and
tapes relating to Teilhard. There will!

be an exhibit of etchings in ‘‘the Spirit
of Teilhard’’ in the Basement Gallery
of Healy, and an exhibit on his life and
work in the cases on the main floor of
Lauinger.
fi
According to Father King, “in today’s
world
Teilhard
would
see
peoples and nations becoming increasingly inter-related as if they were coming
to
form
a single
common
orgainismi... the rise and spread of the

the

scientific
of

the

and

economic

earth,

and

the

human efforts at love and understanding are all parts of the single cosmic
process by which Christ is forming his

Body.””

Thus

the

idea of the

sym-

posium.is to bring together scholars
from
several
fields
to celebrate
Teilhard’s ¢‘Unity of Knowledge.”
Teilhard’s
philosophical
and
religious
writings
include
The
Phenomenon
of Man,
The Divine
Milieu, The Heart of Matter, and
Human Energy.
;
Teilhard visited / the Georgetown
campus on several occasions, and one
visit is written up in the HOYA of
February 11, 1931. A collection of his

letters

and

memorabilia

are

in the

will

include

University archives.

The major speakers
Kenneth

Boulding

(economics),

Frederick | Copleston | (philosophy),
Raymindo
Panikhar
(comparative
religion), Ilya Prigogine (chemistry),
as
well
as
Solevi
and
Leaky.
Respondents will be Tan Barbour,
Monika Hellwig, Huston Smith, and
J.S. Weiner. Walter Burghardt will
serve as moderator.

Medical

HOYA

Staff Writer

The HOYA and the Voice and improvements in photography and copy
reading.
A
Responding to the poll, HOYA Copy
Editor Mike Coscia commented, ‘It’s
encouraging to note that a substantial
percentage of those polled generally

‘

In an attempt to provide information for the Student Senate’s campaign
for ‘‘some constructive change on the
newspapers
for the good
of the

students,’’ the Senate polled 127 GU

favored the efforts of The HOYA and

students to determine the status of The
Voice staffs. However, the poll is
HOYA and the Voice on campus. The
statistically insignificant and practicalpoll returned a positive response about
ly ludicrous as only 127 students, the
both publications in overall quality,
majority of which were
* freshmen,
accuracy, and journalistic integrity.
responded. Those who feel they can
"Of the students polled, 88% claim to . make a viable contribution to either
read the newspapers regularly and
paper are encouraged to share their
91% said they would like to see the
talents
with
the .staff
come
newspapers cover more student acSeptember.’
y
tivities. Rating the quality of the
publications, 15% ranked The HOYA

gave The
HOYA
and
the
Voice
““good’’ ratings for quality, respective-

ly, with 27% for The HOYA and 33%

by Nadine Casagrande

for the Voice in the ‘‘fair”’ range. 11%
felt The HOYA was a poor quality
publication while 14% considered the

HOYA Staff Writer

respectively said that The HOYA and
the Voice always maintain these two
qualities when covering stories. 52%
fest The HOYA had accurate reporting and journalistic integrity most of
‘the time, and the Voice received 45%
in this category. 31% stated that The
HOYA did this sometimes, and 81%
hardly ever. The Voice received 39%

Poland, former National Security Advisor: Zbigniew Brzezinski,
Victor
Gray from the State Department, and
others. It also involved sightseeing in
Washington, D.C. The seminars were
scientific and aimed at talking about
the present political and economic’
situation in Poland. Ten students were

and 7% respectively in these divisions.
A
number
of students
suggested
specific improvements for the two

publications including a. merger for

School

involved

plicants

“We have placed hundreds of students into the best English and

Spanish speaking foreign medical schools...including St. George's
University in Grenada, world's highest ECFMG average Engi
speaking school. Personal, professional, effective since 1 75.
Pay only on acceptance.
Call or write for our 1981 Bulletin describing how we can ‘help
.
you obtain a quality medical education.

@

Medical
Educational

wr

in

the

seminars;

one

American and one Polish student had
to each write an eight to twenty page
report about one of the five topics’
chosen by Menard and Carnovale, expressing common interests relevant to,

the o pportunities and

|
advantages the Army |
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:

forms of testing have clearly indicated
that the skull and jaw are not parts of

the same animal.
Gould, last summer, charged that
Teilhard had helped Dawson, supply-!
ing him with scientific information and
even the bones. Weiner defends him,
however, claiming that he may have
suspected something was wrong, but
never perpetrated the forgery. Weiner
continues to indicated Dawson as the
mastermind of the seemingly incredi-

ble hoax.

:

Poland and the United States. Then

On Thursday, five foreign students
will fly back to their native Poland
after spending two and a half weeks in
- the United States for a Polish seminar,
which was conceived of and organized
by two Georgetown juniors, Andrew
Menard and Marco Carnovale.
The seminar, which was held last
week, included seminars and lectures
involving speakers from their school in

and
2%

You’ll be amazed at all |

that the condoyle was missing to prevent discovery of the jaw being an
orangutan’s. Radioactive and other

Polish Seminar Held at GU

as ‘“‘excellent,” with 5% in that
category for the Voice. 47% and 46%

Voice poor. In rating accuracy
journalistic integrity, 6% and

sion of wear on the human teeth, and

the students had to present their
reports, after which the audience could
join in the discussion. Menard says, “I
wished that the level of discussion was
not so high but we mainly got response
from
professionals
on
Poland.
I

wanted more kids.”
The

® Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
:
'® Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth—every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer. |
© No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
vo
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
® The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
eo Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
See if you qualify,
Call collect to

selection of the five American

' students

was

based

on

written

301-677-4891

pro-/

The Army Nurse Corps.

posals on how the applicant would
deal with his topic. The Georgetown

representatives

were Tracy Trennan,

Nicolas Klissas, Kenneth Leyba, Dan
Lubin, and Martin Swartz. ‘‘They led

Yi
ER
For more

the discussions and did quite a good
job,””
Menard
says.
‘They
got
knowledge
from
the seminar and
deserve credit for that.”
This program is intended to be the
first of a series of seminars. Relations
were friendly in the seminar and out-

side. The

Polish

students

lived

|

information,

hg

write:

|

The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755

I
I
|i

Name

Fel

| Address

in-

dorms, got some spending money and
appeared to enjoy themselves. Menard
and Carnovale are pleased with the
results.
:

»

l

Apt.

Phone

:

4

Age

CASS/NERRC

|
I~

se
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TeHarpsichord
& Recorder
Music for
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Florida office: 2119 Embassy Drive, West Palm Beach Fl 33401
New York office; 117-01 Park Lane South, Kew Gardens N.Y. 11418

(305) 683-6222

(212) 441-7074

SUMMER
STORAGE.
COME IN AND RESERVE. A SPOT FOR YOUR

Weekend
CEE

PACKAGES NOW! APRIL 27 THRU MAY
Lsr IN THE CORP OFFC. G15 HEALY BT {iL
PRICEQ

2

0

PER DAY
FREE MILEAGE

We've got just the vehicle for your weekend
plans. You pay for gas. Car'must be returned

ALL BOXER (15 cuse pr) $1100
FOOT LOCKERS (STANDARD)

PRCE INCLLDEQR BOY ¢ INSURANCE

$2500

BRING BOXES BY MAY & OR MAY
11 To NEW SOUTH FACULTY
LDUNGE BETWEEN 1DAM- 5PM

(4100°/pK3)

to Washington National Airport. Rate

We feature GM cars like this
Oldsmobile Cutlass.

National

applies to compact, intermediate and fullsize cars and is non-discountable. Specific
cars subject to availability. Rate available 6
p.m. Thursday to 6 p.m. Monday. Certain
daily minimums apply.

|
Car Rental

You deserve National attention:
- Available at:
1618 L Street, N.W.
12th and K Streets, N.W.
8521 Sudley Road (Manassas, VA)
it oh

*

|
|
|

City, State, ZIP
|

|
1
i

:

|

by Barbara Trumpbour

~

Cadet and Editor Joel Szabat,1959—1981. He was a good soldier, when he
was around. We told him not to mess with Col. Birrane.

:

|

Papers Given Favorable Rating

discovered.
Weiner, in the 1950’s, performed
comprehensive testing on the fossils
and discovered that molars had been
filed to produce an artificial impres-

SRT
=

living,

development

The Skull for which Teilhard is best known:

RTE

Ny

foreign television networks.
In addition to presentations by the

i

will

TS

chitect,

347-4772
842-1000

RWC. AND MT oF Gu). l

g

Pr

em

Perr

A symposium entitled ‘‘Teilhard
and the Unity of Knowledge,”’ which
will commemorate the centennial of
the birth of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, S.J., is being held at Georgetown
this weekend and will bring together
several internationally known scholars
to discuss the heritage of Teilhard.
Richard Leakey, an anthropologist
who made the cover of Time magazine
as well as Paolo Solevi, noted ar-

ANS

me

Contributing Editor
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A Toast
/

For eight years now the HOYA
‘lucky to count among

has been

us, and in his wake leaves a void. Those of us

its staff one Greg Kit-

who have known him well grieve for ourselves,
not merely at the loss of the HOYA’s greatest
writer, which is shock enough, but at the
departure of an individual who has touched
each of us, and left us happier and wiser for
having known him.

sock. One, and only one, for there can never be

~ another Kitsock.
i

. Greg, as undergraduate and graduate, has
‘achieved the impossible, being all things to all
people.
Editor, Columnist,
Advisor,
Sage,
Historian, Trivia Expert, Linguist, Humorist,

|

and Bon Vivant; each of these is a facet of the
ubiquitous Kitsock. But whether considered in~ dividually or en masse, these do not begin to
capture the true nature of the HOYA'’s eternal
editor.

Greg’s stories have appeared regularly on
these pages, dating back to 1973. Since then,
. he

has

writtén

in

over

200

HOYAs,

con-

tributing to every section of the paper. To each
section editor and reader, a Kitsock story was
like a brisk spring breeze; instilling fresh new
life into a page, brightening a gloomy day, or
‘handing the reader a wind-tossed challenge.
The man who we thought was an editor for
| all seasons, the eternal Kitsock, is now leaving

This, then, is the true Kitsockian Man; a no-

ble and selfless individual who lives to serve the
cause of truth, and to bring some ray of happiness, into the life of his fellow man. Few
aspire to this goal; fewer still achieve it.
Gregory Kitsock has done both.
In gratitude for service to the paper and for
friendship we salute Greg Kitsock, a living
legend, beside whose accomplishments our
own pale. His departure leaves an empty
space, both in the paper and in our hearts. But
it is an emptiness tempered by joy; joy at having known this amazing man.
Good luck and Godspeed, Doctor Gregory
Kitsock: it gives us honor to tearfully (and
cheerfully) toast your name.

with Big Shots

X

/

|

Hold

That Scalpel

In a small liberal-arts university, such as
Georgetown, the core of the institution is forged
by the component colleges or schools. If one
school loosens its integrity by not dealing
- responsibly

with

students

or

otherwise,

the

whole suffers. If vital lines of communication are
severed within a part,
the effect ripples
throughout the university.
The School of Nursing at Georgetown faces
major structural changes due to a declining
enrollment.

Faculty sources have acknowledged

that eight full-time faculty positions will be
abolished in the coming academic year. Dean
~ Hughes
has stated that faculty cuts are.
necessary due to the national shrinkage in the
pool of nursing school applicants. The final decisions will be made official July 1st, well after

nursing

A

students

and

‘their

professors

have

departed for the summer months.
This could have serious consequences. Faculty cuts will trigger a further decline of applicants
and the quality of education will suffer immeasurably.
:
Even more disturbing is the apparent attempt
by the administration of the School of Nursing
to avoid the questions posed by students, faculty
and the press. One gets the impression that the
deans know exactly what they are going to do,
but are waiting until the middle of summer to
announce their decisions, in the hope that the
controversy will have blown over by the time
classes resume in September. This is not the
type of atmosphere in which major policy decisions should be made, in any segment of a
university.

Watch the “tabloid of trash’’

i; N

smother the ‘‘gazette of garbage”’ in softball, Saturday
2 pm on Harbin Field

Dear Editors and mentor of Miss Janet
Cooke:
\ In regard to your editorial last week
in which you accused Jeff and me of
appeasing the administration, I would
like to ask: ‘‘Didn’t your mother ever
tell you that an editorial staff whose
aggregate political perspective is some
six light-years to the left of Neville
Chamberlain should not use the word
appeasement?’’
i
4
For your information, working with
the administration has many advantages, especially for Jeff and me. But,
as everyone knows, what’s good for
MP is good for Georgetown. For intance, since our election, Jeff and I
have been taken out to dinner by Fr.
Freeze, had breakfast with Fr. Healy,
and had beer and pizza with Dean
Stott. By going out to dinner or
breakfast or whatever, we benefit the
students who work at the places we are
taken. In turn, those students spend the
~ money they have just made at places
* other students work, and so on, ad infinitum. The. immutable filtering of
resources through the magnificent free
market is a reality at Georgetown.

As
if this ‘typically hackneyed
HOYA hatchet job wasn’t enough,
you further complained that Jeff and I
might shun hard work and honest
negotiation. I'll have you know we
spent almost three weeks thinking
about and negotiating a time and date
to have dinner with Fr. Freeze. Then,
you have the obnoxious audacity to
say we will become ‘‘yes-men.’’ We've
already said ‘‘no’’ on a number of oc- casions. For instance, Dean Stott asked me if I liked mushrooms on my pizza and I immediately replied, ‘‘no.”’
The. a priori assumption of all your
bitching is that Jeff and I made a variety of promises concerning the improvement of everything. I hate to
burst the bubble of the revisionist
writers of The HOYA, but Jeff and I
made no serious promises before, during, or after the campaign. However,
the wrath of the masses was heard and
felt this past election: I refuse to allow
their will to be thwarted by the minute
minority of megalomaniacal morons
who control the establishment press.
- So, why don’t you schizophrenic,
muckraking paranoids sit back with

Chairman,

¢ NEWS:

Lisa Cannon, James Coakley, Elise Despinto, Catherine Fine, Tricia Gaugham, Bill Latham, Andrea McDermott,
Gloria Quinn, Debbie Spar, Maureén Sullivan, Kara Swisher, Barbara Trumpbour, Lilu Kumar, Laura Allendorf

FEATURES:

Editor Emerita

Contributing Editors

Tamar Pachter

Kirk Nahra,

Barry Nigro, Geoff Nyhart,

Kelly Reilly, John Greco, Patricia Gaughan

ARTS: Barbara Cardone, John Holbach, Bellew McManus, Jo Ann Yvon, Christian Zapatka
CINEMA:

Tom

Ehrenfeld, Christine Garcia, Mary

Hartigan, Alane Keller, Bill Latham,

Frank Markle, Bill Vanigan

,
|

SPORTS: Bill Ferraro, Tom Begley, John Corcoran, Laura Farina, Drew Fine, Mark Helm, Wade Malone, Kathy McNamara, Peter Meler,
Jeff Moore, Carrie O’ Neill
GRAPHIC ARTS: Alicia Bomhoff, Helen Brown Cynthia Gelinas, Mary Jordan, Mark McKenna, Tom Meyer, Paul Sutphin, Cindy Wallin, Jeanet Wildy
COPY STAFF: Alex Tresnwoski, Anna Geiger, Marcie Berman
BUSINESS STAFF: Andrea Pisani, Barbara Sawyer

»

The HOYA is published each week of the academic year (with the exception of holiday and exam periods). Subscription Rate:$8.00 per year. Address all correspondence to the
HOYA, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057, Tel. (202) 625-4554. The HOYA is published by the Northern Virginia Sun, Arlington, VA.
1
' The writing, articles, layout, pictures and format are the responsibility of the Board of Editors and do not necessarily represent the views of the administration, faculty, and the
“students of Georgetown University unless specifically stated. Signed columns represent the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily represent the editorial position of the
newspaper. Georgetown University subscribes to the principle of responsible freedom of expression for student editors.
:
:
|

Sinead

for granting a degree to Secretary of
State Haig when Georgetown University recently presented a similar award
to Britain’s Margaret Thatcher.
Mrs. Thatcher’s rigorous and unjust
governance has resulted in the imprisonment, torture or death of hundreds of Catholics in the North of
Ireland.
Put your own house in order first,
Father.
W. Laurence O’Neil, S.J.
Fairfield University,
“Academic Showcase of Jesuit and
Christian Ideals in New England’

would

class of 1981 who have
supported
this
newspaper
over
the
past four years. As
writers, editors, and
patrons,
you
have
made it all worthwhile.

HOYA

The

welcomes

letter

and guest columiis (Rostrums) from our readers and
make every effort to publish as many submissions as
possible. All submissions should be delivered to the
HOYA office in Copley basement, typed and
doublespaced. We reserve the right to edit for length
and clarity.
Best read letters are under 300 words in length. All
letters must be signed and should include the writer’s
school and class, or position with the University, or

home address. If desired, the HOYA will withhold a
name from publication, but no unsigned letters will
be printed. All letters become the property of the

_HOYA.

FL
ME oo
AH, ANOTHER BASEBALL SEASON/
THE SCENT OF SPRING
- PEANUTS,

HOYA

like to take this opportunity to thank the
many members of the

Sincerely,
Joseph T. Kelliher
GU College Republicans

'Polic

I am really amazed that Father
Richard T. McSorley, S.J., Director of
the Center for Peace Studies, had the
nerve to criticize Fairfield University

Sarah Rosenson, David Scott Pearce
John Greco, Donald Murphy

Steve Mardiks
President and
Windbag

[The HOYA Letter

(The Fairfield Mirror, April 24, 1981) °

Associate Editor
Dr. Gregory Kitsock

Government

The

curate.

To the Editor: =

Susan Waterman, Production Manager
Michael Coscia, Copy Editor
John McCarthy, Asst. News Editor Len Schoppa, News Editor
Pat Singer, Asst. News Editor
Bill Henry, Cinema Editor
Judd Allen, Features Editor
Paul Sutphin, Viewpoint Editor
Courtney Walsh, Arts Editor
James Lindley, Photography Editor
John Reagan, Sports Editor
Marcie Berman, Editorial Asst.
Michael Machell, Business Manager
Alane A. Keller, Ad Manager
Mr. Frank Carey, Advisor
David Florimbi, Asst. Arts Editor
Chris Simms, Chief Graphic Artist

Student

individual students cannot do
so. This
is the extent of our involvement. We
are not the sponsor.
I regret
that
Mr.
Rocha
has
misrepresented the position of the club
regarding the visit by Ambassador
Sole.
Invitations
mailed
out
to
- Georgetown students by Mr. Rocha
described the Georgetown University
College Republicans as the sponsor of
the event. This is completely inac-

To the Editor:
At our recent elections, the upcoming visit by David Sole, the South
African Ambassador, was a topic of
discussion. The nature of this discussion has prompted me to clarify some
of the misunderstandings surrounding
the visit.
3
The Georgetown University College
Republicans are not sponsoring the
speaking engagement
by the Ambassador from South Africa. The
sponsor
is. David
Rocha,
a
Georgetown student. The club reserved Gaston Hall for Mr. Rocha because

House
Joel Szabat, Editor-In-Chief
Geoff Di Rito, Managing Editor:

yak, yak, yak,

Republicans Not Responsible

Cleaning
Board of Editors

Jeff and I, and patiently await that
glorious day when the Jesuits and administration will succeed in its dastardly plot to push all students off campus
so the University will be all theirs.
Then, Fr. Healy could build his own
radio station which only reports the
latest in skeet shooting news; Fr.
Freeze could build a landing strip on
Healy lawn to use when flying to
Florence every weekend; and Dean
Stott could move all the Pub’s kegs into his office. Then, all three could
revel in delight at never again having to
listen to applicants to Georgetown
undergraduate schools say how much
they want to come to Georgetown and
what a wonderful place they think
Georgetown is. Oh! The Trilateral
Commission
has
its
hands
in
everything.
Gripe, gripe, gripe, Bitch, bitch, bitch,

BAZOOKA GUM,
CHEWING TOBACCO.
THE

CRACK

OF

A

BATTED BALL ..YOUR NAME ECHOING
OVER. THE

LOUDSPEAKER !
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AddressingThe Hard Realities of Veritas
/

Here is the address that someone,
somewhere, should be giving, if only
to- prove

to

posterity

that

we

government action, the hearing of
each viewpoint are dogma to our social
intercourse.
But no doubt that there is a battle to
be fought. The wealth you have given
‘us -- our stereos, our clothes and food,
our cars and our vacations -- we enjoy
by the sweat of your brow, sweat we
have for the most part never shed. But
childhood being over, you expect us to
look to the world out there, beyond
the gates you walked through this morning.
And let’s face it. The economy is
running tough, our values are in
shambles, and there isn’t much really
cheery news out there. We don’t trust
politicians, or businessmen, or union
bosses. Pollution, and crime, and
poverty,
and
overpopulation
and
racism, and all the other bad things are

knew

what is going on these days.
Parents, Fellow Students, Teachers,
and guests to academia:
The motto of every University,
whether it is located in Cambridge,
Massachusetts or not, should be, simply and boldly, veritas. It is Truth, and

the painful search for it, that is the
theme of what should have happened
to us these four years.
So we’ll deal with a little Truth, and
then we can get on with the parties and
other stuff that is a lot more fun than
you sitting there and me talking here.
My parents won’t like what I am going to say. They have worked harder
than I ever have to pay for these years
at this University. They hold University learning in great and sincere regard,
and they are proud to bursting about
me up here. They think they gave their
son an education. This is one of the
most important things in their entire

lives.

founded

and

nurtured.

We are here, 1 am supposed to say ...

We are here, but ...

:

What have your children become?
What has happened here, where tuition goes and grades come from? Let
me tell you who and what we are:
We
are well drugged.
Getting
together and getting high is so normal

that we have made the word party into

Ken Knisely

cae ono

getting what they want without all
those strings women like to attach. I
don’t know what girls really think.
Men and women never talk about it.
They just do it. And we think that
everybody is getting more than we are.
While you’re here, walk through the
bookstore. The knowledge you can
buy there is incredible. Look’ at our

library.

Books

about

everything.

Magazines. Movies. We have teachers,
whose sole purpose is to explain this
world to us, sitting in offices, waiting
for us. But we skip classes, and work
mostly for grades because nobody sees
any big deal in learning things for the

sake of learning them. Oh, if we had
the time, maybe. But we never do. So
we cram.
i
The grades get us into law school, or
med school, or into a job with an accounting firm. For want of a better
system, we are asked to supply grades
and recommendations and activities.
So we spend our time getting grades,
and
recommendations,
and
participating in activities. We forget the
. knowledge itself. People who talk

~ about knowledge for its sake are called
idealists, or worse.
Blacks and whites are very far apart.

a verb. There is a lot of alcohol on this
campus. There always has been at college, but the trend is away from welloiled bull sessions to getting blitzed for
its own sake. Dope, that is marijuana,
is all over the place. Nobody thinks
twice about someone smoking it. Cocaine is here, too. We use speed, and
mescaline,
and
various
other
chemicals. This place is a supermarket.
~ Some drugs you take when you’re with
your friends, some with your lovers.
When you are alone, you watch TV.
Sex is here. There is more on some
campuses, less on others. It is rarely
part of a deep relationship. The attitude of men is generally one of finding an attractive piece of meat and

outside those gates. And they’re not
getting any less vicious, or any easier
to solve. Problems we got in spades.
We all know that.
So the young were sent to school, so
that they someday could stand beside
you and take on the problems. Inside
these walls we have spent four years
--give or take a summer or two working the minimum wage -- in the taking
of courses towards the degree we are
about to receive. The cost has been
considerable, in dollars at least, and
each year the nation focuses its early
June eyes upon the virginal minds
emerging from the thousands of colleges and universities across the land.

The theme of this observation is the

G’town, The

Having
endured’ the trials and
of freshman
year
at:
tribulations
Georgetown
(some
3,000
miles
away
from
the sunny
shores. of
California,
where
they appreciate
good poetry) I find that the opportunity ‘affords itself for me to take a
retrospective, or retrogressive, look
at student life on the fabled Hilltop.
Many will term this exercise futile,
considering the number of attempts
that have come before and that will
surely sprout up in the future. Yet,
I continue undaunted, for what better word is there to assess the situa-

society have

Under Duress

I

But I would be untrue to you if I
didn’t strictly adhere to our motto,
and tell you the awful thing that is going on here. The truth is that what we
did here and what we became here,
* with your money and your prayers, is
not what you think.
The world we go out into is, frankly,
in pretty
bad
shape.
Our
older
brothers and sisters told you that quite
loudly, some time ago. They also
blamed you. Well, I don’t think that’s
fair. You did the best you could do. In
fact, you did a great job.
The poor are cared for in greater
proportion, the sick made healthy in
greater number and with greater success, our own parochial views made
wider by the communications and
transportation you have built out of
this continent and: this world. Individual freedom is at a startlingly high
zenith.
Open
discussion, of every

© arrival of society’s freshest troops at
the indefinite battle of humanity; the
effort against
nature’s
vagrancies,
against poverty and disease, humanity
against its own inherent evil.
My well measured statements here
are to confirm your hope in the young
people, the children of America who
have grown tall, strong and wise in the
classrooms
and
laboratories,
the
hothouses of wisdom that we ‘as a

Things are said about blacks in white
dorm rooms that are really bad. I
don’t know if the opposite is true.
Race divides us into two campuses,
separate, unequal. Both sides seem accustomed to the split. There are people
who fight very loudly against racism,
and something called sexism. They
aren’t making much headway. Many
make a show of the whole deal.
Most will get married, and most of
them will have kids. The girls here will
get unpretty, which kind of serves
them right, because they traded off of
that prettyness for so long. The guys
will get flabby, and some will lose their
hair. I don’t think these things are very
important, but I think they do. Being
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besides

being

a

typical
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between
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tion at Georgetown than futile?
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The first target for my Gattling
prose
is dorm . life.
Basically,
it
sucks. Do not think by this time
that
I am
not
attuned
to the
glorious benefits of communal living.
Rather,
interpret
my
crude
evaluation as indicative of what the
accommadations
warrant.
For
in-

I’ve often had nightmares about being trapped in a cloister on Sth Harbin.
In this breath,
I refuse to
discuss the sorrowful state of affairs endemic to the narrow realm of
upperclass
housing.
Futility rears
its existential head in the quest for
a suitable abode.

institution;
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last. For one reason

or another,

these

promises will be broken. Many who
don’t officially break their vows will
do so unofficially. I know this all happens in every age. But is seems like its
happening a lot more these days. Were
you doing something right that we
aren’t? Or it it that its okay to break
promises today, promises to a person
you say you love?
Things to believe in are in short supply. Patriotism is not a big topic
Neither is religion. We have all kinds

of ideologies

and

faiths here. Well-

balanced convictions are in short supply, however. We have a lot of vague
deists, - whose
God
is -a secular
humanist liberal, and some fanatics,
like socialists and charismatics, and
neo-conservatives, and Scientologists.
Some Masses are crowded, but the rest

of the week doesn’t see much in the

mands almost total respect. Show us a
crowd, and we are there.
You expect us to be trained. We are
not, not in the things we need.
You rely on us to be loyal. We are
not; not to the things we should be, if
we are on your side.
You pray we are courageous. So do
I. But the temptation for retreat from
this world of mundane pain are so
great, the escape hatches so obscenely
inviting, that if we do stay and fight it
may be only a handful of foolhardy
outsiders.
:
:

We as a class, as a generation, are
not fit for service, and this is the truth.
So for a variety of reasons, I don’t
think we are going to do a good job
when we take over. I could be wrong.
But there is this distict lack of passion
about
anything
except
selfintoxication among my peers. They act
out of guilt, or fear, or conformity, or
out of a sad need for escape from the
world you made and they can inherit.
The University has failed. We have not
learned. At most we are going to use
our days here as a ticket to a high paying job to pay our drug bills and mor' tgage payments with. And to send our
kids to school.
?
I don’t want this to put a damper on
the proceedings today. But I hope you

way of the Four Cardinal Virtues. Virtue and virtues are dead words. Honor
and duty, too.
listened and are bothered by what I’ve I’ve got to tell you that we don’t
had to say. The truth of the matter is
share the work ethic. We expect afthat we’ve been fooling ourselves here.
fluence, and I don’t think that’s a
And when that’s all you know how to
healthy attitude. We are going to keep
do
you aren’t very smart.
on
using
drugs,
so
that
improving
this
ourselves
to
this
sinking,
shrinking
Moving on from shelter to food. I
Veritas. Truth. The accurate porworld isn’t the only option we think we
campus in order to gain an educaam just waiting for some ambitious
trayal of the state of affairs. Mine is
tion. However, nowhere is it stated “have. It will not be hard to allow
SBA cog to infiltrate Marriott Coronly one voice claiming admission to
government and the corporations to
that to acquire this education and
poration, and compile a document
the truth -- but if our Universities have
take over more and more of our lives,
reap its benefits, we must be workon the atrocities which that conforgotten or blundered in their role as
ed like liberal oxen, burdened like. as long as we’re given what we want.
glomerate
has ‘committed
on
the
We don’t want to fight any wars.
guardians of Truth, then it is the lonecapitalist camels,
or abused
like
battlefields called college cafeterias.
We don’t want to get our hands dirly voices we should listen to.
mules on a descent to the floor of
It would
be titled
The Marriott
ty. We don’t want to appear foolish by
This is a lonely voice up here, and I
the Grand Canyon. Unfortunately,
Papers, and long legal battles would
thank
you for your attention to it.
believing
in
anything.
We
root
for
a
few
words
with
a
sulking,
studyensue, forcing Marriott to break insports teams and might give some
Good afternoon.
ing undergrad
in Pierce
Reading
to
psychiatrists’
offices
and
bug
money to our school or the United
Room on a Saturday evening would
rooms in Loyola. Deans Stott and
Fund, but loyalties do not run deep
suggest that this unwritten rule of
Schuerman would certainly be inEditor’s note: This article originallyamong us. Our feeling about authority
hardship is the status quo.
It is
volved. But the only consequence of
appeared in the 4/27/79 edition of the
of any unfashionable hue is utter rejecmanifested in such ludicrous pracall this tomfoolery would be an adHOYA.
tion. Fashion, on the other hand, comtices as requiring a course load of
visory committee
at Georgetown,
five classes per semester, which is
dedicated to alleviating wet trays,
|
unheard of, for better or worse, on
Rose,
and
metallic-tasting
ThouYiewpoint/Teresa J. Zimmerman
sand Island. So much for futile con- . this continent; or the 40 courses and
120 credits necessary to graduate
sumerism. |
from the College. I am not calling
I will now make a quaking effort
I am writing this article in response evolution distorts man’s perception of
for an
abandonment
of
the
to
shake
‘the
foundation
of
If an
evolutionist
even
which~
to John Greco’s column ‘‘Turnings’’ God.
academic
characteristics
Georgetown’s
ivory
tower.
Sup(April 10, 1981) in which he stated that acknowledges God, it is as a primemake the Hilltop stand apart. I am
posedly,
we all have confined
calling for a loosening of the noose
evolution is a fact in which creation is mover off in the distance who started
which restricts all Hoyas. What
included. Mr. Greco wonders, in view the whole process and has now backed |
of these two points, why some Chris- out. My God, however, is not far off.
would be more futile than dredging
the Potomac near the Key Bridge
tians in California oppose evolution’s He is near and concerned and still very
and finding
bodies
of countless
being taught in schools to the point of much a part of the earth whether or
taking it to the courts. As a fundamen- not we humans realize it.
Hoyas, who have parachuted from
My final problem with evolution is
academia, Georgetown style?
tal, born-again Christian I would like
In the final installment of this
to explain why I cannot accept the that is leads Christians to come up
verbose
criticism
it seems
aptheory of evolution on either scientific with some theory of works like the one
which Mr. Greco espouses. I cannot
propriate
to examine
the
social
or theological grounds.
Scientifically, the theory of evolu- hold with the modernist theories of
fruits in Georgetown’s cornucopia.
. Georgetown has been characterized
tion has too many holes in it for me to theology like Teilhard’s because they
as an institution of higher learning,
accept it as fact. Recent findings show deny both man’s intrinsic need for
where students study hard and parthat if life had evolved, human beings God and God’s purpose for man as
ty hard. As I have related, it is no
still could not be here because it takes revealed in the Bible. According to the
myth that Joe and Jane Hoya put
more time than the earth has been in Bible, man was created a vessel to conin a sizeable amount of time hitting
existence just to produce one protein tain God and God’s intention is to exthe books. Is this the reason that
cell, not to mention the further time press Himself in these vessels and rule
needed for the protein to evolve into the earth through them corporately.
the pastel preps of the Hilltop, and
DNA and RNA and then to evolve in- Man was created in god’s image in
the catatonic burnouts alike all hit
to the complex chains of which our order for God to be able to dwell in
the bottle? Or is the prevalent ini
toxication due to the liberal alcohol
body is made. I marvel that anybody him.
Good works are not the focus of the
can look at all the factors necessary to
"policy? Or is it due to the fact that
human life on the earth and think it Bible, but rather that man would
to endure a lustful party at ‘‘the’
happened by accident. There is too lit- “receive Christ and let Him live in him.
frat house, a mundane affair at the
tle room for error and so many things The Bible does not want to spur us on
Hall of Nations, or a profit-making
are dependent upon one another; that to do good to help finish off a process
floor bash, one needs to be inthe chances of our Earth happpening of evolution. Man cannot use his
ebriated? My point being that all
by accident are infinitesmal. For exam- energies and talents to perfect the
people do here to be sociable is to
ple, the diameter of our earth cannot world, as Teilhard suggests, because
get drunk (unless you are one of
vary by more than ten miles if the ‘he is incapable of doing it. The Bible
those artsy-fartsy types who
gets
planet is to still have an atmosphere speaks of man, created to contain
drunk
and
sees plays).
I always
capable of supporting life, nor can the God, accepting God into the deepest
wondered why Marriott served liver
Earth be at any other tilt on its axis if it part of his being, loving God, relating
so often. Again, I have approached
is still to have a climate suitable for to God, growing in God, being infused
the brink of, futility, a condition
agricultural production. The list goes with God, and living God. Out of this
that
seems
to
characterize
life relationship, which can come only
on ad infinitum.
Georgetown.
In sum, the theory of evolution re- by accepting Jesus Christ and being
Finally, I must conclude that this
quires a greater leap of faith on my born of the Spirit, good works sponTailgunning
endeavor
is certainly
forth.
Not
part than belief in creation by God taneously are brought
in itself futile. I love Georgetown.
does. Evolution demands that I believe because man tries so hard, but because
And, despite deficiencies in shelter,
does it-in
Him.
Man
gets
that matter randomly formed itself in God
food, studies, and social life in our
just the right size, at just the right saturated with God, and that is what
little corner of academia, we are fordistance from the sun, tilted itself at makes the world a better place. God's
tunate. The question is, whether or
just the right angle, attracted a moon life is the highest life and when it gets
not I will feel this way three years
of the right size and kept it at the right into man it begins to improve him.
from now, as I graduate without a
Evolution is a fairy tale. It doesn’t
distance,
then
proceded
to have
home, with liver, and suffering from
volcanic
eruptions
until somehow work on any level of thought. God is
intestinal problems,
as well as a
(while time stood still) one tiny little real. He did create us for a specific
& Orgy
curved back from toting worthless
A
living thing magically evolved out of purpose; He wants to get into us to
books,
articles,
and
notebooks—fill2
—
lava. Then in a series of steps, each of meet our need and make us His expresed with dogma to interject into the
which is totally dependent on all the sion on the earth. Man was created to
world.
others having happened sequentially contain and express God, and to me
. (Editor’s Note: With this polemic, the
before it, this little one-celled creature that’s a much higher and more meanTailgunner puts both barrels into
became a thinking, feeling, human be- ingful purpose than just being a mere
mothballs for the summer. If he has
ing. I find it much easier to believe in accident of nature that is always strivoffended you or yours during the
God, whom I have experienced as be- ing to become the fittest and to survive.
course of the year, tough luck.
ing real, than in sheer luck.
Teresa J. Zimmerman, SLL ’82
In
spiritual
matters,
the
theory
of
After all, he is from California.)

Good, The Bad, And The Ugly

brick,
religiously affiliated,
1950s
Eisenhower
edifice,
St.
Mary’s

young is very important to us. It fades;
you parents know that. Your children
will learn it. But the bloom of youth’s
withering is not compensated by the
privilege of age; you know what that
counts for these days. So we will grab
now, while youth is with us.
About half of the marriages will not.
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Prof Marton: From Prison To Free Press
The man who stands in front of the
class every Monday evening is softspoken yet determined. The students
did not realize that these qualities in
their
professor
had
a definite
origin—he had spent eighteen months

Another shrine contained a big white ,
bundle of cloth, again in its own room.
One room contained many sculptures
of Shango, the God of Thunder. All of
the rooms containing the shrines were
locked very carefully and continuously
guarded.
Chief Lawal also introduced us to many of the King’s people. A few of
them remembered my father and me
from 17 years ago. The people were
celebrating a Yam festival, so many of
the women were working hard preparing yams.
Once we had finished the grand
tour, we returned to the palace to see
the Timi again. We took: a lot of! pictures with him. We went with him as
he sat on his throne. His throne was
big and was placed on top of a leopard
skin
rug.
The
Timi
instructed
somebody to get a ‘‘talking’’ drum for
me to take home. He also gave me his
very own perscnal royal fan.I could not
believe it! He asked me to sit down
next to him. I felt like an African
princess.
The drummers started to play and
sing. Everyone began to ‘‘High-Life.”’
My father was really dancing well. My
father and I could not understand
what the drummers were singing, but
we knew that it was something about
me, because we heard my name being
sung along with the Yoruba. Then, the
Timi and 1 danced together.
He called me ‘Biodun Oluwumi, the
name given me by his predecessor sixteen years before at a traditional babynaming ceremony. At this ceremony,
my family’ was honored when I was
formally
adopted
by
the
Royal
Onikoyi Family of the Yoruba tribe.
To date I am still the first and only
white child tobe so honored.
We had a long trip ahead of us, and

it was about time to go. The Timi offered to put us up for the night, but we
were expected back in Lagos.
As the Timi and his people escorted
us to our car, we promised to return
home again someday. And I know I
will I must! Never before had I been
made to feel so very much at home.
Tears welled in my eyes as we waved
goodbye. I could hear the drums saying, “Come back some day ‘Biodun
Olumwumi.””’ Silently I shouted, ‘‘I
will, I will!”
-Cynthia Gelinas was born in Lagos,
Nigeria, and came to the U.S. when
she was 13 months old. This story is
about the first time she returned to
Nigeria after several years.

in solitary confinement in a Hungarian
Communist prison.

The accusation against Marton was
that he was ‘‘the master spy of the
United States,” according to his book,
The Forbidden Sky. ‘Yet that broad
generality was the only thing they accused me of.’”” Marton was supposed
to supply the details. Dr. Marton did

Endre Marton is a Professorial Lecturer of Press and Foreign Policy at
Georgetown. In an interview with The
HOYA, it became apparent that his

life could constitute a class, a mixture
of Foreign Service and English.
Marton started out as a reporter on
a liberal paper in Hungary before

World War II. During the war, he was
active in the underground. ‘‘Hungary
is a flat country. The only escape was
the underground. We sat around and
talked
mostly,
planned
for
the
future.”’ The Associated Press picked
up Marton after the war and he was
employed
as the first non-AngloSaxon to be a full-time reporter. Marton and hs wife, Ilona, were the only

Hungarian

citizens

that

were

also

reporters for Western papers.
For the next nine years, the Martons

“went to bed with fear for the midnight knock, but it did not come.”
The knock would have meant arrest by
Stalin’s men, but then Stalin died
“and everyone breathed easier...for a
while, anyway.”’ Communism made a
strong recovery and Matyas Rakosi
came to power in Hungary. Two weeks
later, on February 25, 1955, Endre
Marton was arrested by the secret
police on his way home from a night
out with his wife. His wife was arrested
one month later leaving their two small
girls dependent on friends for survival.

not wish to speak in depth about his
imprisonment;
‘‘there "are
certain
things one chooses and tries not to
remember.”” He repeated one word
about his arrest and days of incessant
interrogation:
‘‘humiliation,’’
pronounced softly with a Hungarian accent that carried much emotion. I
was grilled in every respect...torture is
a vague word.”
In his book Marton relates the story
of his imprisonment in some detail. He
was kept in the special prison of the

secret police the entire time instead of

moving to a regular prison where he
would have heard about what was happening on the outside. His wife was
kept at the same prison for a time;
‘“...sitting on my bunk during the
‘quiet hours...I thought I heard a
familiar cough, Ilona’s....Staring at
‘the door I listened and heard the
familiar cough again. Then I started to
cough, and there was an answer. From
then on, every morning and every
evening before the nine o’clock ‘taps,’
we communicated by coughing to each
other.”
On August 15, 1956, after many
months ‘of
interrogation
and
psychological warfare, Marton was
told his wife, who was released a few
months earlier, would come and pick
him up. Marton stepped out into a new
Hungary;
everything was changing
fast, and unrest with communism grew
daily.
The revolt began on October 23,
1956, and Marton was one of the few
correspondents on hand to cover it.
Without fear he risked his life for
twelve long days to tell the Western
world
what
was
happening
in
Hungary. He walked the streets after
curfew in search of a teletype machine.

“I didn’t worry too much about the
shooting from the air or big guns but

the snipers...My wife often asked the
question ‘Why did I marry a guy who
doesn’t know fear?’ I can’t imagine
now how I did it. I couldn’t have cared
less about safety.’’
:
Endre Marton exemplifies all that a
reporter aspires to be, dedicated, bold,
ambitious, and cunning. When asked
why
he was
not
fearful,
Martin
answered, ‘I had the biggest story of

my life in my hands, I couldn’t resist, I
had to go. It was ambition...youth...”’
Marton chose to stay in Hungary after
the failure of the revolution to report
on the most impressive part of the
story—the passive resistance by his’
countrymen that continued. However,
by January 1957 he and his family had
to flee or face arrest again. He has
never been back to his homeland.
Once in America, Marton was im-

mediately assigned to cover the State
Department

for

there until 1975.

the

AP

and

stayed

‘Eighty percent of

‘the
newsmen
in Washington
are
seasoned reporters. You have to serve
‘yourself before they let you cover D.C.
You
can’t
make
a mistake
in
Washington. It’s the crowning of a
career.”
The Hungarian revolt was fought by
young university students, many of
which Marton encountered in alleys
and doorways dodging bullets and
Russian tanks. In his book he recounts
a story of a 15-year-old girl who threw
a Molotov cocktail at a tank. She
could not stay to talk; her mother had
dinner waiting. Asked to compare
these young people with the ones he
teaches today at Georgetown, Marton
said, ‘“There’s a hell of a difference
between
knowing
and caring and
throwing a cocktail. You don’t have
that problem-the need to know how to
make a cocktail. There is a need to
know what’s going on in Poland and
El Salvador and to ask probing questions of your professors. It is a free
country; tell them what you think—it
helps. Freedom means freedom of
speech.”
-Patricia Gaughan

First Year Finale Starts Fresh Memories
Stepping out of Darnall this morning, you could feel it in the air. The
humidity gave me a hot, wet slap in the
face. Taking ten steps out the door,
my crisp shirt and clean hair wilted. It
was only the middle of April, the real
heat hadn’t arrived yet, but the hint
was in the air. Squawking birds had
now made their presence known after
the silence of winter. The whine of
mowers, and the odor of freshly-cut
grass and lawn mower gasoline occupied my thoughts and senses as I
crossed campus. Legs and summer sun
dresses appear as the heavy wools and
"corduroys are pushed in the back of
deep closets. In class, faculty evaluation reports are passed out and final
exams are discussed. Reviving from
blowout weekend, a final push of
papers, and tests, and oral reports, are

RETURN YOUR
REFRIGERATORS

hurriedly
put
together
by
weary
students. There is even the last Voice
of the year, the last HOYA. The heat
and the coming of summer jogs my
memory to last September and the
start of last year’s school year.
The best memory of the first day is
of the heat. The sun beat down mercilessly as we struggled to move our
bags and boxes, tennis rackets and
books to our room. I eyed my roommate suspiciously as she looked calm
and collected and organized while I
was sweating buckets. The air conditioner gave no relief. Washington felt
like hell. The next memory was of nervousness and confusion. There were
lots of new names to be learned of people on the floors, of places at the
school—foreign-sounding names like
Yates, and White-Gravenor, Lauinger,
and Marriott(actually, I should have

forgotten
that
one).
Registration
came up fast, and questions of which
professors were bad, easy, good, and
ugly abounded. As the school year got
into motion, I was bombarded by
groups
across
campus
soliciting
membership. There were books to be
bought, a city to explore, classes to attend. The heat continued throughout,
never subsiding.
As the weeks and months progressed, routines began to be established.
Knowledge of people, places, and the
area began to accumulate . The
path to my dorm became well trodden
with no confusion at Henle. Friendships were formed for the years: to
come, classes became sorted out. After
the mad jumble, I chose groups I
would join, picking the few which
coincided with my interests and dropping the other fifty (belonging to the

Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Slavic
dancing and Outing clubs were never
really my cup of tea). Even the G-2
and D-4 bus routes were no longer
akin to exploration into the unknown.
The abbreviations SLL, SES, SEC,
SG, SBA, CAC, GUNS, GPGU (how
could anyone not remember that one)
began to make sense. Washington was
no longer hell, and when asked about
my school, I no longer answered with
my high school name, but instead with
Georgetown.” The heat left, and the
humidity ended.
In September, the heat will be here
as it is now.
School
will begin,
although this time with no (or little)
confusion. But stepping out of Darnall
this morning, you could tell what was
coming, you could feel it in the air.
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Chief Lawal took us on a tour of the
palace grounds. He even showed us the
many religious shrines which are never
shown to outsiders. Inside one of the
shrines was a long pole with a white
cloth tied on one end of it. This
religious artifact was hung on a wall
and locked in a room
by itself.

orm
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My father and I were staying at the
Federal
Palace
Hotel
in Lagos,
Nigeria. We were up at 4:00 that first
Tuesday morning of our visit to be
ready to leave for Ede at 5:00. Our
driver slept in the. hotel’s parking lot
the night before in order to be ready to
leave early that morning.
It was a six-hour drive from Lagos,
the country’s capitol, to Ede, a village
180 miles into the real bush country.
Because a highway was under construction, but not yet completely built,
we spent six hours on back roads
traveling to the little town, which is
one of the birthplaces of the Yoruba
tribe of Western Nigeria.
Immediately upon arriving at Ede,
we inquired as to how to get to the
Timi’s (king) palace. We received
directions easily, as everyone for miles
around knows where the king lives.
As we drove through the entrance to
the palace grounds, a host of drummers greeted us. They began to play
their drums, announcing to the Timi
and his court that guests had arrived.
We, of course, did not understand
what the drums were ‘‘saying,’’ but we
guessed correctly in thinking they were
announcing our arrival.
Our driver parked the car, and we
were soon absorbed into a sea-of people. In front of us, the court jester did
back flips, bare-footed, on the pebbled
driveway. There was an air of excitement everywhere, and I could not wait
to see what else was in store for us.
The Balogun, who is second only to
the king, greeted us. We introduced
ourselves. He then went to announce
us to the Timi.
The Balogun returned to the courtyard and asked us to follow him. We
went to the second floor of the palace,
and were introduced to the Timi of
Ede. He was pleased to meet us after
hearing so much about us from mutual
friends, such ds Chief Lawal. Chief
Lawal and my parents were friends
twenty years ago and have kept in
touch ever since. My father inquired
about Chief Lawal, and the Timi immediately sent for him.
The
Timi
went
to
slip
into
something more regal, while my father
and I spoke to his number one wife
and looked at photo albums containing pictures taken at his coronation.
The Timi, now in a long, light blue
robe, invited us to join him for
breakfast. This sounded like a great
idea after driving for six long hours.
We were served goat’s meat and eggs.
The meat was very hot and spicy, and I
was afraid to drink the water because
we were so far out in the bush country,
but I did. And the goat meat wasn’t
too bad.
As we finished our breakfast, Chief
Lawal arrived. He was so happy to see
us. He had not seen me since I was a
baby, and he had not seen my father
for several years.
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Monday, May 4, 1981
E. Campus

10:30 am - 12 pm

Courtyard
12 pm - 1:30 pm

Quad

Darnall Steps

1:30 pm -3 pm
19¢

Important: To regain

full deposit,

refrigerators

must be clean and defrosted.
1979 Beer Brewed

in U.S.A. by

EACH WAY TO NEW YORK
EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK.
AGES 2-21;
Now the Eastern Air-Shuttle gives

young people a break. They can take
advantage of the most convenient way -

to fly between Washington and

“Now that there’ a new low
Air-Shuttle fare, tell him
to think up another excuse
Jor not visiting home... )

New York with our special low fare.
To travel for $29, just fly at 11 am,
12 noon, or 1 pm Monday through Friday,
or8and 9 in the evening Monday through
Thursday. And bring along proof of age.
From noon on Saturday till noon
on Sunday, everybody, no matter how
old, flies for $29 each way.

And traveling on the Air-Shuttle
is 50 easy. There's on-board ticketing,
and you're guaranteed a seat without
reservations.

For the fastest, most convenient,
hassle-free service .to New York, nothing

matches Easterns Air-Shuttle.

“Children 2-11 must be accompanied by an
adult. Fare good now through 6/30/81

SH
UT
TL
E
IMAGINE LIFE WITHOUT US

© 1981 Eastern Air Lines, Inc.
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and is subject to change without notice.
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Ask for your FREE Guts Bus tickets

from the Bartender

(2 per customer)

GUTS Buses Leave for Alban Towers:
Mon. thru Thurs. at 6:20, 7:20, 8:20, 9:20, 10:30 and 11:45 pm

Buses Return to G.U.:
Mon. thru Thurs. at 6:37, 7:37, 8:37, 9:37, 10:45 pm & 12:00 am

MONDAY:
Class Specials Night
(Senior Class 25¢ Beer)

TUESDAY:

|

Ladies Night
(25¢ Champagne

and Wine)

WEDNESDAY:
% Price Night (All Drinks)

THURS. thru SAT:
Beat The Clock Night
20 ¢ Beer ill 700 p.m.

(10 ¢ increase every 2 hour)

SUNDAY:
OPEN

ee

Sailing Team Finishes Strong
1981 Spring Season
\

suffers
in others.
Sailing ' is. the
least
funded
intercollegiate
sport
at Georgetown.
GUST
(and
its
associate
organization,
the
GU
Sailing
Association)
list close to
150 members,
but
the organizations receive one tenth of one percent of the athletic budget.
And
when
the
annual
debate
over
where
to
cut
athletic
spending,
sailing is often mentioned
as the
first sport to get the ax. Even with
this cloud hanging over the GUST,
Plunkett says, the team still continues to grow and improve.
Assisting
Plunkett
in guiding

Sports

\

Although not as well known as
their
fellow
water
sportsmen
known
as
the
crew
team,
the
Georgetown
University
Sailing

Team

(GUST)

concluded

their

1981

Spring Season with a fine showing
in
the
Middle
Atlantic
Intercollegiate
Sailing
Association.
This
season’s
races
afforded
GUST the opportunity to travel to
Annapolis
on
May
9th
for the
America Cup regatta, featuring the
finest
eastern
sailing
teams
in
competition.
Kent Plunkett, a native of Hyannis, Mass. who is no stranger to
competitive - sailing,
became
varsity captain this year while only a
freshman.
Plunkett led the squad
in
‘numerous
meets
this
spring,
against such schools as Navy and
Princeton.
Though GUST is a successful program in many ways, it

the team

is Allen

Baker

(freshman

captain), Tammy Kenney (women’s
captain),
Ted
Herman
(Commodore),
and
Kathy White
(Rear
Commodore).
Both
Herman
and
White
are largely responsible
for
keeping
the
program
going
and
making
sure
that
meets
are
scheduled and the racing craft are
kept in good working order.

Largely a spring sport, the GUST
will participate in up to ten regattas during the fall. Through limited
advertising
in : the
campus
newspapers,
and
increased
student
awareness and
interest,
the
GU Sailing Team hopes to assume
a larger role in the Georgetown
sports ‘scene.

Looking Ahead:GU’s New Hoop
HOYA

new recruits headed to Georgetown:
Pat Ewing. What hasn’t alreadybeen said about this prep superstar?
Consensus number one player in the
nation, the Cambridge,Mass. native
led Rindge and Latin H.S. to three

Begley

Sports Staff

Pat Ewing, William Martin, and
Ralph
Dalton.
The
future
of
Georgetown University basketball may
very well rest on their shoulders. Can
these three freshman be the missing
piece to complete the masterpiece of a
Top 10 team? And if Anthony Jones

Class

A

State

titles,

scoring

1,763

decides to come to the Hilltop, will it

points in his four years. He will be
closely watched
by the basketball
world to see if he is the catalyst in the
81-82 Hoyas’ rise to glory.
William Martin. 2nd Team Parade

be the culmination of John Thompson’s most successful recruting year
ever? After a rebuilding year without
the likes of John Duren and Craig
Shelton to spur the team on, Thompson has built a strong nucleus in the
Class of ’85 that will endure for the
next few years. Help has come in the
areas the Hoyas need it the most—rebounding and power forward. With
these gaps filled, here’s a look at the

ward averaged 22 points and 12 rebounds
in
his
four
years
at
Washington D.C.’s McKinley Tech,
home of Hoya Gene Smith. Martin has
a chance to land the power forward
spot so desparately needed by the
Georgetown team.
Ralph Dalton. The latest recruit,
almost unknown by the media, is no
average ballplayer. A powerful force

All-American,
this 6°7’7, 220 1b. for-

‘Women’s s Tennis Looks Towards Regionals

Recruits

Pam Dowling: junior, West Harford,
‘Ct. Fiske, a theology major, commented “We went to the nationals last
year and we’re really psyched to do it
again this year. Everyone is working
extremely hard to get ready.”
Kuhlman, the subject of a recent
Washington Post article, will certainly
hold the key to the team’s fortunes.
Last year, Suzanne finished third in
the Nationals to win All-American
honors. The physics/engineering major played in the Middle States Tournament last weekend. Her year long
win streak was snapped when she fell
in the semis, 7-5, 6- 3. However, her
amazing dual match win streak remains intact at 33 matches in 66 sets.
About Suzanne’s loss in the tournament
, Liebenow
(whose
coach’s

by Wade Malone
HOYA

Sports Staff

The Georgetown Women’s Tennis
Team trounced Mount St.Mary’s 8-1
in a dual match Tuesday to close the
regular season with a fine 7-2 record.
This match was one of two the team
has had recently; the other was a 7-2
win over crosstown rival Gallaudet.
Fifth
year
coach Sue
Liebenow
remarked
after
the Mt. St.Mary’s
match
that
“We've
had a good
spring...we beat American, a Division
I school earlier this year for our biggest
win. Our only losses have been to
Brown
and GW,
both Division I
schools. Matches against schools of
their caliber helps prepare us for post
season play.”
Last year, the lady Hoyas won the
Division II regionals and advanced to
the NCAA tournament at Cal StateLos Angeles. The Hoyas are seeking to
make a return trip this year to the Na-

had a big serve and Volley and put it all
together. I think the loss may help
Suzanne in that it removes some of the
pressures she has been under.”
Editor’s Note: My sincere apologies
to Coach Liebenow and members of
the Tennis Team who corrected the
4-24
HOYA’s
account
of the
Gallaudet match. However, it being a
late score, the Washington Post identified the score as 7-2 Gallaudet, and
that is what we assumed.

on the Fishburn Military Academy
basketball team, as well as a fine student academically, the 6°9’’, 240 lb.
forward/center will be another part of
BE THERE!
one of the tallest teams in the country,
See The HOYA wail on the
and certainly in the Big East. He
Voice All-Stars in a softball
averaged 17 points and 19 rebounds
match...
per game in his threeyears at Fishburn.
Anthony Jones?
He still hasn’t
made a public decision, although it is
Spectators welcome.
record at GU is 79-24) said ‘‘Suzanne
thought to be 50/50 between GU and.
played well. The Penn State girl just
UNC. A first team All-American, the
6’6”’ forward who aveaged over 25
points per game is one of the top five
high school players in the nation. His
presence on the "Hoyas would be
_ tionals, to; be held at the College of
awesome.
Introducing our new 5 MONTH Review, as well as our
Charleston, June 10-13. In order to
With these three (and possibly four)
regular 3 MONTH. We will be using our same high qualiqualify for such a berth, the team has
coming to the Hilltop, prospects look
to
placein
the
top
two
in
the
regionals,
°
ty
LAMBERS books, and, of course, our same high
good for an exciting year of Hoya
‘held at Westchester State May 14-16.
basketball. In fact, 81-82 looks to be
quality LAMBERS instructors. They want YOU TO
Coach Liebenow feels the team is
nothing short of the biggest year ever
peaking:
‘‘Since
the
GW
match,
which
PASS
THE EXAM.
in Georgetown basketball history.
was a low point in in more ways than
Classes beginning June 1 and August 10 or cid
one, we’ve come together. For us to do
Convenient DC/N.Va. and Md. locations,. ..
well in the regionals everyone will have
to contribute—a team effort.”” The six
For a SAMPLE CHARTER and descriptive brochure, eal
women who will play in the regionals
261-3344 or write: LAMBERS CPA REVIEW, P.O.Box
(in order of their team rank) are:
were assisted by Ed Brady. Perhaps
Suzanne
Kuhlman,
sophomore,
3027, Crofton, Md. 21114.
the finest performance of the afterFt.Mitchell, Ky., four year starter
noon was put in by tailback Mike
Joanne Finocchiaro, senior, Brooklyn,
Cline who went 6-6 on PAK’s (Point
N.Y.,Jeanne
Weiland,
freshman,
after Kicks). The only disappointment
Palm
Beach,
Fla.,
Massie
Khadwas/that veteran winger Tim Feldman
jenouri, junior, Bethesda, Md., and
(injured tendons) and Paul O’Friel
were not able to play in the final game
of the season due to injuries.

2:00 P.M.-Harbin Field

LAMBERS CPA REVIEW

Ruggers Blow Out Gaels In Finale
score of sophomore

by William Ellis
Special to HOYA

Sports

Last
Saturday
the
Georgetown
University
Rugby
Football
Club
routed the Gaels of Iona 36-0 in the
“A” game and 24-3 in the ‘“B’’ game
in matches that highlighted a season of

rebuilding.

GUFC

President

John

Scott called the two victories ‘two
rewarding blowouts dedicated to the
graduating
seniors
and
exrepresentative John Hinson (R-Ohio).
In the first game the ‘‘Killer Bees’’ of Georgetown, led by the powerful
running of Brad Gilman, Brian Lingle,
Joe DiCarlo, and Rich Durbin, who
scored two of the team’s five tries.
Other points tallied were two extra
points made by Bob Marchese and
tries by Jim Moranis and senior wing
forward Dr.Mark Connell. The zenith
of the ‘“B’’ match was the lineout

THE TORTURERS OF
LEI RR:
ARMED WITH

TRUNCHEONS, CATTLE
PRODS, ELECTRIC |
HE [VER
DEBILITATING DRUGS.

|

Rich Johnson allayed the doubts of
next fall.
In the “A” match the Hoyas exhibited all the attributes of a championship squad—strong scrumming,
precision passing, perfect kicking, artful running, and above all a team spirit
that helped the fifteen players find a
sense of rugger’s nirvana.
From the opening kickoff until the
final whistle the Gaels were overwhelmed by the Blue and Gray. The
GU forwards—*‘Dancing’ Gene Kelly,
Dr.Anton Mishik, Steve ‘Ingy’ Gorman, Mark Flanagan, John ‘Roadtrip’
Quigley, captain John Scott, Mike
‘Horrible’
Hennigan
and
Rardon
McKeown—dominated the Iona pack
so much that even John Nelson scored
three times. Gerry ‘Larry’ Girardi and
Ed ‘Blimey’ Will also had tries which

uses

against

them

unjust

to

and

per night

|

CARNNAL

noon till six

2/00 Foxhall

:

FUN For EVERYONE

~
rd. washington

and cocktails

children

on sunday May

Brad.

at

OLLOWINg Carnival

ire= |C ON

they have neither advocated
nor used violence.

YOUR NEIGHBOR
BELONGS TO
AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL

rain ar shine

“N.pm

Wi side Hotel

religion, their race, as jong as

2
57

e Beautiful Restaurant serving excellent food

by force for their
convictions,
their

ERT

Georgetown Hotel
2121 P Street, N,'W.

Amnesty
International
brings hope to Prisoners
of Conscience.

Washington, D.C. 20037

SO CAN YOU.

(202) 293-3100/(800) 424-2884

For more information:

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
;
© USA
304 WEST 58 STREET
NY NY 10019

SPRING,

us vernon college

plete kitchens

execu:

“Prisoners of Conscience” —
women,

"sunday May Brd.
reiniste May (On.

¥

e Enjoy comfortable luxury suites with com-

work

zens write letters to help free

confined
political

FINAL COMMENTS:
In
a touching
ceremony
that
brought tears to the eyes of many spectators, assistant: AD Jeff Fogelson
presented each senior a plastic cup filled with pebbles, glass, and dirt from §
the lower ‘‘Astro-rock”’ field and commented ‘They are going to make
many women very happy!’’
The opinions expressed are those of
the writer and do not necessarily represent the views of the HOYA Staff...

© Near the University

In the US, thousands of citimen,

I~ on

single/double occupancy

imprison:

ment,
torture,
and
tions everywhere.

with this ad.

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY RATES
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY NIGHTS |
S 3 5,

;

$25.00 Discount to GU Enrollees

¥

YOUR NEIGHBOR IS
ARMED WITH PEN AND
PAPER
and

Pat ‘‘Showtime’’

Walsh, who along with Tom Hall and

A

s

by Tom

GUST (G.U-Sailing Team) winds up another successful season.

SPEND

R

THE WEEKEND

WITH

Call Today for Choice Reservations

US!

music -- Hust Lis"
next to mtvernon's pub
For more info. Gall + 321-3422
yo

Special to HOYA

\

With
$1500
raised
in alumni
pledges this past year, the GUST
has been able to purchase a Laser
racing boat this year. Sailing craft
can be quite expensive, and many
of the 7 GUST fleet range in age
from six to twelve years old. Other
schools
race with an almost
en
tirely new fleet every other year.
However,
for
other
meets
that
need ' larger sloops, the boats are
borrowed.
The
miniscule
budget
allowed for the team offers them
little chance to update or replace
their fleet.

dh

by Joe Chin
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Hoyas Stun Delaware,
by Wade Malone
HOYA

Sports Staff

The Washington Star labeled the
1981 Hoya baseball team ‘‘amazing”’.

Well, the ‘‘amazing’’ Hoyas pulled off
one of the biggest

upsets of the col-

legiate season last Thursday when they
swept a doubleheader from the highly
regarded Delaware Blue Hens, 2-1,
5-1. Delaware was rated as one of the
~ top teams in the country, having appeared on national television (ESPN)

earlier

this

season

against

seventh

ranked St.John’s, and having missed
the College World Series by only one
game. Last spring Delaware destroyed

the Hoyas 18-0'and 17-1 which makes
this year’s win the more amazing.

An

After Tuesday’s demoralizing ninth
inning loss to bitter rival American,
many

expected

Georgetown

over and play dead

to

roll

for the vaunted

25-9 Blue Hens. However, the Hoyas
played excellent defense, came up with
the big hit, and got superb pitching
from
junior
righthander
Kris

southpaw

* wins. It was the sweetest for me. We
just wanted it.”
\ The Hoyas scored in only two innings,
but
they
scored
in a big
way—three runs in the second and six
in the seventh. Trailing 6-3, Keefe got
,things going with a ringing double.
Madison followed up with a line drive
‘triple off the center field wall, scoring
‘Keefe. Jim Corcoran, the two-time

and

sophomore

one,

lifting

his record to 3-5. Said Kinscherf, after
the first game, ‘‘Poor Delaware never
woke up.”’ Bass, who was knocked
around in the AU game, relied on a
sharp curve and excellent control in

the second game to pitch a complete
game—despite

giving

up

11 hits and

facing three bases-loaded jams. Bass,
who called the win ‘‘the biggest of my
life’’
struck
out
five,
including
Delaware’s leading hitter—twice.
Bass remarked, “The defense was
the key in both games.”’ Third year

coach Ken Kelly decided prior to the
game to flip-flop shortstop Kurt Kaull
and and third baseman Chris DeMarco. Kaull has been bothered by an injured ankle for much of the year.
Needless to say, the combination prov-

ed effective. Kaull, the Danny Ainge
of GU athletics, said after the game
“We started to click; the change of
positions seems to have solidified the
left side of the infield. DeMarco, the
Long Island native who leads the team

with 47 hits, stated ““The switch is for
the better of the team. I like it because
I’m more involved. It’s a matter of
pride.”
The Hoyas won the first game by
scoring single runs in the sixth and
seventh. Catcher Fred Keefe had the
* big hit in the seventh—a bases loaded
single that brought in pinch runner Pat
Slevin (in for Joe Niciforo). When asked what he was thinking at the plate,
Keefe responded ‘I just wanted to get
Pat home any way I could; The ball
fell right for me.”” In the second game,
the Hoyas jumped on the Blue Hens
early, scoring once in the first and
three in the second. Mike Saguto had
two hits; Dwight Madison added two
more with two stolen bases. The
speedy centerfielder leads the team
with 31 stolen bases.
Friday brought
showdown
with
dinals. The game
portant because
ECAC-South and

the much -awaited
the Catholic Carwas particularly imCatholic is in ‘the
had defeated the

Hoyas earlier in the season, 6-5. The
Hoyas were up for the
9-7. Coach Kelly stated
‘The Catholic 'win was
(GU)
program
than

test, prevailing
after the game,
bigger for the
the Delaware

1981 Hoya Baseball. GU’s Suprise Team of the Year.

Bill Ferraro’s

football All-American, singled scoring
Madison and cutting the Cardinal lead
to one. Kaull singled, and Joe Niciforo
ripped a double. DeMarco, the team’s
leading hitter, was hit by a pitch to
load the bases. Freshman rightfielder
Mike Saguto, Syosset, N.Y’s finest addition
to Eastern
baseball,
came
through with a ringing double to clear
the bases, giving him three RBI’s and
the difference to win the game for GU.
Sal Vitiello got the starting nod in
the pivotal game and came through
with a gutsy game, relying on every
trick he learned while running the
streets of Brooklyn. Despite not having his best stuff and allowing two

home runs, Sal went eight innings and
picked up his fifth win of the year.
Bass, making his 14th appearance of
the year, relieved Vitiello in the ninth
and retired the side, the last on a called
third. strike to record his second save

of the year.

The

Miami

native was

working with no rest, but performed
well for the Hoyas.
The
weekend
brought
doubleheaders
against UMBC
and
St.Peter’s. The Hoyas lost to’ the
Retrievers on Saturday 4-1 and 10-8 in
extra innings. Niciforo took the loss in
the first game; Kaull lost the second
game in relief of Kinscherf who tired
with one day’s rest. Aside from pitching in a losing cause, Kaull had a day
to remember
at the
plate.
The

Wheaton,

Ill.

native

went

backseat to no one in athletic ability
on the Hilltop, pitched his first game
of the season, striking out’ three in a
seven
hitter.
First baseman Chris
O’Meara, with a fielding pct. of .983
for the year, had a big two run single
‘in the third to give the cushion for victory.

In game

two,

Corcoran

Darnall and 7th Harbin round out the
top three in the Women’s race, but only 3rd Darnall appears to even have a
_ chance at stopping 5th Darnall from
taking the Cup.
Final results will be
available during finals week, but at
this time it appears to be a Darnall
Hall sweep of the IM Championships.
Congratulations
to
2nd
Darnall
(RA:Fausto Anguilla,Captain:Steve
Gyde) and 5th Darnall’ (RA:Kathy
Schroeder, Captain:Kathy Reynolds)
for a job well done!
<

FORE!

This

golf

warning

best

describes the events of the back nine
holes of the otherwise successful 2nd

had

two

hits, two runs, and two RBI’s. Vitiello,
/

Annual Georgetown Intramural Golf
Tournament.
Tee-offs took
place
under brilliantly sunny skies, but these

conditions

in-

2-20; the Hoyas took two in a 7-1, 9-1
sweep. Jim Corcoran, who takes a

=

“It’s All Over (almost): 2nd, 5th Darnall Take Yates Cup Titles
perfect

7-8,

cluding a solo homer.
The Hoyas easily swept the hapless
Peacocks of St.Peter’s who entered
the twinbill at 2-18 and ended it at

Intramurals News:

If not for the vagaries of weather,
the final Yates Cup point totals would
have appeared in this issue. Significant
points have yet to be accounted for in
softball and soccer. However, for all
practical purposes the race is all over.
2nd and Sth Darnall will most likely be’
* the Yates Cup champions as a result of
their big, if not insurmountable leads
already built up. In the Men’s League,
4th Healy, 6th Darnall, and 8th Harbin have extreme outside chances. 3rd

Friday, May 1, 1981

Tom Bass. The red-bearded Kinscherf,
the only legitimate righthanded starter
on the team, allowed eight hits and
struck out three in game

°

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Notch First 20 Win Season Since 1949
Kinscherf

ecstatic
Ken
Kelly
stated
‘‘The
Delaware win gives us credibility. They
(the wins) opened some eyes. The area
coaches can’t believe it.”’
By virtue of the wins over Delaware
and Friday’s big win over Catholic»
Georgetown strengthened its position
in their quest for an ECAC-South
playoff bid. What was close to unthinkable after last year’s disappointing season is now within the realm of
possibility.

UNIVERSITY,

rapidly

deteriorated. By the 10th hole the
Georgetown contingent was being buffeted by 50 mph wind gusts, sheets of
rain, and occasional hail. James Gilroy
withstood the elements enough to
shoot a 92, the winning score. Noncompeting entrants Mark Vierangel

Carthy) had an enjoyable outing.

The situation in softball is best termed “mixed bag’’. The most definite
playoff picture exists in Men’s Independent, where it’s Hit and Run
vs.Sultans of Swing,
and
Altered
Statesmen vs. Void. The Dorm Championships pits 3rd New South vs. 6th
Darnall. Women’s competition is still
in the regular season, with the crucial
game being Sth Darnall (5-0) vs. 3rd

As Bill concludes Intramurals News for the year, I personally ex‘tend my thanks for all Bill has done for the HOYA Sports page.
Intramurals News is certainly one of the most read pieces in the
HOYA, and Bill’s hard work has made it what it is today.
.
John Reagan,Ed.
(Golf
team
senior)
and
Thomas
Hunter (IM Director) shot low scores
of 82 and 86, respectively: Jim Bewnnett and Mark McAuliffe, representing 6th Darnall, carded 99s, tying for

dorm honors. Unexpected contestants
included Charles Deacon (97), Dan
Altobello (103), and Charles Lamb
(103). Despite the weather, everyone
(including high point man John Mc-

. campaign.The Men’s Dorm competition was extremely
close.
Twelve
points separated the top four finishers:
4th Healy 56, 2nd Darnall 53, 6th Darnall 46, and 4th darnall 44. In the
Women’s Division 5th Darnall glided
to victory with 125 points, followed by
5th Harbin with 65.
Rain has swept the soccer situation
into considerable disarray. The IM
Department asks all teams to remain
patient as the dilemmas are worked
out as soon as possible.

It is time to recognize.some of the

‘Darnall (4-1). Should the latter squad
win, a playoff will be held immediately
following this game to determine the
League
champion.
The
Grad/Fac/Staff and Law Leagues are
even further behind. Teams in these
loops will be informed by the IM
Department of upcoming changes.
This year’s Swim Festival witnessed
the finest aquatic competition of the

people who have kept the IM Program
running. Senior supervisors Jill Anhut
and Bruce Gustafson will be especially
missed. Thanks are also extended to
Donnie Manning and Rich Vecchio
juniors who will return next year.
{

The

author

of this column

directs

his special thanks to Intramural Direc-

tor Tom
Hunter.
His enthusiastic
assistance has greatly eased my job
throughout the year.
Best of luck to everyone and have a
regenerative summer!

Great Moments In Georgetown Sports/Bill Ferraro

Frank Hollendoner:

.

The excited expectations: generated
by the signing of superstar center
Patrick Ewing are not ‘unknown to
‘Georgetown basketball annals. They
first arose in 1924, when William
Kurtz Wimsatt, a seven-footer, came
to the Hilltop. However, despite fine
potential, he decided not to participate
in athletics, and instead concentrated
on academics (eventually becoming the
Sterling
Professor
of
English
Literature at Yale). More recently, the
recruitment of Mike Frazier in 1977
~ fired hopes in GU hoop circles. The
other time this feeling suffused the

sports atmosphere on campus was
1963. Its cause was a seven-foot, 255
Ib. Chicago giant, Frank J. Hollen* doner.
After his senior year at Chicago’s
St. Patrick’s High, where he averaged
33 ppg and made everybody’s alleverything team, Hollendoner received
144 scholarship offers. Besides being
an effective cager, he was also an able
student, maintaining a solid ‘“B”’
average and scoring 1300 on his College Boards. Naturally Georgetown
was an interested party.

GU’s Original Big Man

Hollendoner,
who
had
definite
scholastic
aims,
eventually chose
Georgetown on the strength of its
educational advantages. The official
announcement of Hollendoner’s decision to attend was telegrammed from
Coach Tommy O’Keefe to publicity
director Dick Williams. The message,
“We got him.”’ It needed no further
clarification; everyone knew the identity of ‘‘him.” Williams was ecstatic:
‘Every school, and then some was
after Frank...But we got him, and
wow!”’ Unfortunately future realities
never came close to the present expec- -

tations.

without timing or sure pivot moves his
season opening play was woefully inadequate.
Complicating
Hollendoner’s
adjustment
was
his
mental tension between basketball and
classroom obligations. A determined
person and player, he overcame these
early | problems,
improving
as the
season
progressed.
Hollendoner’s
most memorable game of the year
came against the Delaware Blue Hens.
He scored 19 points and had 18 rebounds in a 41-64 Hoya runaway.
However the 1965 campaign ended
in disappointment for the team, as did

1966

Relegated to the Frosh Squad in
1964
because
of
the
NCAA’s
Freshmen
Ineligibility rule,
‘‘Big
Frank’ injured his knee in preseason
practice. He underwent an operation
to remove a torn cartilage, and consequently sat out the- entire year. This
was the first of numerous nagging injuries which hampered his career.
Lacking college experience, Hollendoner had a difficult time adjusting to
Varsity ball in his sophomore year. He
had huge hands and a gentle shot, but

f

and

1967. Despite

records

of

13-9, 16-8, and 12-11 during his threeyear career, no Hollendoner team was
invited
to post-season
play.
The
mediocrity of these team will always
perplex GU basketball aficionados.
Besides Hollendoner, the Hoyas had
three other outstanding players: Jim
Barry, highest career per game scoring

average,

17.3;

Jim

Brown,

a flashy

guard whose assist marks stood until
the John Duren era; Steve Sullivan, a
6’6’’ leaper chosen in the second round

of

the

1967

draft

by

the

Detroit

Pistons. General consensus maintains
that these superior individual performers were never molded into a
cohesive team. Blame fell first on
Coach O’Keefe, and when he left after
1966, on Jack Mager his replacement.
Caught in this complicated puzzle,
Hollendoner did not reach his full
potential. An ankle injury in the second game of his senior year slowed
him the entire season. He still managed to establish an as yet unmatched
single seaosn field goal percentage
mark, .682 (99 of 145). Hollendoner’s
career field goal percentage of 611 is
also a GU record.
‘Big Frank’ did not let his basketball misfortunes interfere with bis
classroom performance. He graduated
in 1967 with an AB in Economics, and
is presently
an
Assistant
VicePresident of the First National City
Bank in New York. For a variety of
reasons ‘‘Big Frank’ failed to bring
the Hoyas basketball glory, but he did
bring the University a touch of class.

pitching with one day rest, needed only
65 pitches to send the Peacocks pack-

ing. He allowed but three hits to notch
his sixth win, giving the Hoyas a 19-18
mark.
:
:
The Hoyas traveled to Frederick,
Md.
for
a twinbill
vs.
Mount

St.Mary’s. Tom Bass picked up his
eighth win against two defeats in an
4-3. The second game was not as for-

tunate for the Hoyas, losing 6-5. The

Concerning the possibility of an
ECAC playoff bid, Kelly (who played
catcher on the 1970 Dartmouth College World
Series team
that encountered such opponents as Dave
Kingman, Roy Smalley, and Craig
Swan) stated ‘Talk about a bid is
premature. Yet, at this point in time,
considering what we’ve done in the
past few years, just getting getting
serious consideration is quite an accomplishment.’’

game was played under protest as the
- MSM
coach traveled twice to the
mound in an inning, yet the pitcher
was not relieved, a violation of standard
baseball
rules.
The
umpires
(anonymously
referred
during
the
game as being Mount St.Mary’s alumni) did not change their call—or lack
of one. While notching win number
20, the Hoyas settled for their 19th loss
of the 1981 campaign.

this year, six Hoyas have
° been nominated for the ECAC-South
All-Star Team: They are: DH Joe
Niciforo
(.369),
infielder
Chris
DeMarco
(.412),
outfielder
Mike
Saguto (.390), catcher Jim corcoran
(.365), infielder Kurt Kaull (.325), and

A scheduled doubleheader versus
Baltimore
was
postponed
by the
Hoyas on account of illness. It seems
doubtful the game will be replayed, as
the season ends this weekend.

76.0 innings pitched). Niciforo has
been nominated for ECAC Player of
the Year. Both Saguto and DeMarco
are in the running for ECAC Rookie
of the Year.

On the basis of their excellent performances

pitcher

Tom

Bass (7-2, 3.99 ERA

in

Tracksters Take 4 x 800 At

Penn Relays Spectacular
Eric

by Kathy McNamara

Last

HOYA

Sports Staff

weekend

marked

the

87th

running
of the Penn
Relays,
an
event
which
Track
Coach
Lang
described
as
‘‘the
oldest
and
largest relay carnival in the world”
and
the meet
toward
which
the
Hoya Tracksters had been running
since last fall.
This year, the Hoyas won their
first relay at the University of Pennsylvania
since
1966
by
a slim
two-tenths of a second, a sight not
soon to be forgotten by a large
crowd
of 30,000.
Coming
from
behind a pack
15, the team: of
Kevin
Byrnes,
John
Gregorek,
Brian
McNellis
and
anchor
Rich
Caton took the 2 mile relay out
from
under
the
swift
feet
of
Rutgers in the final meters. Caton

ran a sensational final leg for a time
of 1:47.5 and a personal best. The
same fast foursome also took second in the Distance Medley Relay.
- Byrnes
and
Gregorek
went
on
with John Sullivan and Phil Reilly
to take 3rd in the 4 x 1500 relay;
Reilly running what appeared to be
his
fastest
time
for
the threequarter mile just to get to the event.

Eklund

ran

a personal

best

in

the 400 meter hurdles with a time of
54.4.
The Women’s performance at the
Penn
Relays
was
no
less ‘spectacular. The team of Mary Taylor,
Beth
Tullai,
Sally
Cashan,
and
Carol
Willis
dazzled
their teammates with a fourth in the mile

relay. The two-mile relay team of
Marya Small, Pia Palladino, Chris
“Mullen, and Joanne Sincero took
5th. Chris Mullen and Maria Small
went on with Carol Willis and Sally
Cashan to take 6th in the Distance
Medley Relay.
Another
stunning
performance
by sophomore Pia Palladino in the
3000
Meter
Championships
qualified
her
for
the
Nationals.
Shortly
thereafter,
in an
event
known
as the ‘‘trevira twosome’’
where
male-female
pairs
run

together,

Palladino,

entering

the

event with her brother, ran 10 miles
in 54 minutes, a time which. stands’
within.
19
seconds
of
the
U.S.
record.
The success of last weekend fas
made
the Hoyas
optimistic about
what
lies
ahead.
The
Nationals

follow

close

on

the

Men’s
and
Women’s
coming up next week.

heels

of the

Regionals

On The Bench/John Reagan

The Amazing Year
In HOYA Sports
Being the last article on the last page of the last issue of The HOYA, I
thought it was time to look back on the accomplishments made over the
year. Funny how things change. The opening story on the August 30,
1980 HOYA described how the baseball team would not play a fall
schedule due to the Intercultural Center project (not to mention their
record, the worst in quite a while). And today’s lead story tells of this
same team, with the best record and most wins of any Hilltop team in
memory. So, in two paragraphs or so, here’s the year in HOYA
Sports...
Baseball’s fall season cancelled. . .Gridders take another close one
from Duquesne...John Gregorek, 1980 Olympian,
: begins anew in
X-Country season... Volleyball team battles through tough schedule,
_ falls in regionals.. .Losses to Johns Hopkins, Catholic bring down, GU
football record...Frank Rienzo in hot water (again) for athletic
finances.. .Anenymous alumni buy John Thompson $350,000 house in
appreciation
for
all
he’s
done
(and
for
not
going
to
Oklahoma)...Women’s C.C. team places 16th at EIAW’s.. .John
Carlin’s GU Hockey team, still without.athletic funding, skate their way
to successful, winning season...Hoya basketball begins on sour note in
Alaskan
Shootout.. .Up and down season, GU falls to 8-6 with
disastrpus losses to Penn and St. John’s (and almost Seton Hall)...
Hoyas#op Syracuse at home, yet would go 1 for 3 this year against the .
dreaded Orangemen... Women’s hoop team wins ten in a row, yet fails
to make post season tourney.. .B’ball team nips American, rivalry still
evident by AU student reaction to ‘‘On The Bench’’ article about the
game reprinted in AU Eagle.. Swimming, track teams suffer through
Big East meets.. .Mike Frazier shines in last home game vs. U.Conn,
welcomed home by ‘‘Frazier’s Fanatics’ rooters.. .GU makes the ‘big
time”’ in signing Patrick Ewing, the 7°0” center from Cambridge,
Mass.. . Hoyas survive upsets in Big East Classic, then fall to Syracuse,
and yes, JMU ..Greerson McMullen,
K.C. Comerford,
Paulette
Richards
headline
women’s
sporting
news.. Intramurals
battles
continue-2nd Darnall, 8th Harbin battle for Yates Cup supremacy along
with 7th Harbin, 5th Darnall in Women’s race.. .Hoya baseball return
from
Florida
with
2-7 ‘mark,
yet begin to rebuild winning
tradition...Suzanne
Kuhlman
leads
G’Town
Women’s
Tennis
squad...GU Crew finishes in strong showings.. .Lacrosse, rugby teams
struggle through up and down year.. .Tracksters shine in Penn
Relays.. .Ken Kelly’s Hoyas notch first 20-win season in memory....
And there was much, much more. Much of the credit in making
HOY A Sports the most improved section of the paper goes to the people
who make jit: the staff. Thanks go to Tom Begley, John Corcoran,
Laura Farina, Drew Fine, Howard Kopech, Bill Latham, Wade Malone,
Kathy McNamara, Carrie O’Neill, and Peter Meier. Special credit this
year belongs to Bill Ferraro for his fine work, Mark McKenna for his
tireless assistance in layout, and to Tammy, Joel, and, yes, Lorenzo for
their helping me this year as Sports Editor.
Football, Cross Country, Hockey, Track, Lacrosse, Tennis, Golf,
Crew, Baseball, and the 81-82 Georgetown Hoya basketball team...it
should be a great year to come.
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If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,

you could have an American Express® Card
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter awhole
new world. You've got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you.
That's why American Express has created a
special plan that reduces the usual application

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of

after-school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find sorliation forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free
800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before
you finish this one.

requirements — so you can get the Card before
you finish school.

AE

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Don’t leave school without
it.

LL

The Ametican Express Card.

All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-

en Ll

2500

Baker,

with

M-F,

transi-

albums

accent,

ext.

and

to

been

Located

419

or

in

in the

leave

in your

area.

Many

sell

present

Bike

Repair?

A tune-up

for

Pizza Frog— After three years, | will
miss you. Love forever,Mikey Pie

Need

my

HOYA,

know,

the

referrals,

337-2646

and

Mark,

Fly.

bicycle

Timmy, it wasn’t as good as you
promised. You need practice to
avoid soreness. Never mind, you

are still young. S.A.

20007.

POBox

Learn a course in one night! and
do more than survive. For your immediate edition, mail only $4.00 to

DC,

Consultants,

Washington

32428,

Mgmt.

3-day delivery!

RES

Low

rates.

instrument.

reliable

Dulles.

commercial,

Dean Krogh—lighten up, huh?

©

1981 TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

In The Making)

363-4340

Washington, D.C.

4200 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

TENLEY CIRCLE

(10 Million Years

Mel Brooks Film

A New

. TOMORROW
AT 7:30 P.M.

MAJOR STUDIO
SNEAK
PREVIEW

Contact Bill. 978-9533.

Private,

Cheap,

Spring?

The

Darling,

you

at

Bill,

to

for under $200. Call 602-941-8014.
Ext. 6825.

Little

phone,

sure you
auberge?

concen-

legal

Mary,

Learn

and lawnmower repair. Will pick up
and deliver. Call 525-4552 after6
p.m.

my

the

comprehension,

and

Hotline

available.

medical

Helena,

Greg,

suerte!

Sandy

Buena

sometimes

and Sue Shapiro: We've watch-

For infor-

L.G..Shandloff,

D.C. 20032.

Dr.

Happy Birthday. Gidg, Love ya like
mad—Hey Alvin, let’s you and your
chipmunks get together and...

mation, call
567-1338.

Washington,

ly. Send $15 today. IMI, Box 7044,

great! Use cassette tape 15 minutes dai-

appetite, end food cravings, binges,
and struggle of dieting. You’ll feel

produce new method to shrink your

Lose Weight for Summer! New learning techniques and modem psychology

Ladies of Henle 12.

never be replaced. Love, luck and suc‘cess in your future. Love from the

ed your love grow for 2 years now.
May it continue to grow throughout
your life together. Sue, you've been a
great roommate. We'll miss you. Thir‘teen was our lucky number. You'll

ra

Call 338-0221.

grey, fixed, and has had all his
shots. Very cute and affectionate.

FREE KITTEN: 7 mo. old male, dark

Celia: Dosvidania!

and

Eric,

student and university information, someone to listen. All calls
confidential.

has

Georgetown

Tapes

tration. Student Special: $50.00 for
three individual sessions. Virginia
Hypnosis Institute, (703) 569-6138.

memory,

Learn Self-Hypnosis for increased

965-2742.

TO: Sun Valley, Idaho, and Points
West. FROM: New York City area.
Leave last week in May. Share driving, expenses, etc. Call Fritz at

floor model? Are you
want to live in this
Definitely! Love, Saz

leave

Woman of the Year, where did you

Sizzle,

Advertising Manager,
at 965-1763.

Rick Sules: Now that it’s all over,
shall we talk, compare notes, and
trade guilty secrets? Call Alane,

your
wedding.
Past
&
photography: 933-3223.

GETTING MARRIED? FREE 11x14
Bridal Portrait if we photograph

agencies

JEEPS,
CARS,
& TRUCKS:
Available
through
government

HOYA CLASSADS HOYA CLASSADS HOYA CLASSADS HOYA CLASSADS HOYA
ing to or beginning a degree gran-

Ms.

coping

ting program (last 9 mo). In return
for completing a confidential, mailout survey, you may attend a free

on

Call

workshop
tions.

8:30-4:30, 454-4269.

PERSONALS

over

RECORDS FOR SALE
have

choose

ACTIVIST
STUDENTS:
Summer
and career jobs fighting water
- pollution with Ralph Nader founded nat’l citizens group. Exc. training & travel opptys. Call Clean
Water at (202) 638-1196.

We

from that must be sold immediately.
Will take best offer. Stop by Henle 34 or
call 338-1150 and ask for Bill.
To Walt: If I find any albums, I’ll give
them to you at once. I even have a place
for you to store them, but you’lt have to
bend over first
To Ken Hickups: Even on barbituates,
you are still my favorite pompous, Halfwit, five-time Senate Election loser.

Ugly-The dynamic duo may have
lost the battle for the Crimson
King, but his preppie heart missed

a cool beat or two. Touche! Stupid
Seth:Did you get any letters?

your

Clayton Griffin: For two semesters
I've studied your grammar, imitated

love with you. Be good—knock ‘em
dead in Leningrad!

Call 625-3995 now.

Check out the tutoring Service!
We'll help make that tough course
a little easier. Reasonable rates.
Counseling Center.

Linda-

CONGRATULA>

HOW ABOUT A LIVE BAND for
your next dance or party? The
Jump will rock your socks off and
keep you dancin’ all night long.
Very reasonable rates (cheap!).
Call John at 625-4702 days or
243-7119 eves. DANCE!
John and
TIONS!

Georgetown Typing and Transcribing. Impeccable. Call 337-0575.

Loose

Let’s Go Men
Let the Boys

DAD VAIL GOLD
Toshiba SA 15Y receiver-amplifier,
Dual 1229 Turntable w/ dustcover,

332-6100

walnut base, Smith-Corona Super
Coronet 12 Typewriter, Fuji tenspeed racing bike. All like new.
Call

message.

May 1, 1981
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THE TORTURERS OF THE WORLD ARE
ARMED WITH TRUNCHEONS, CATTLE
'PRODS, ELECTRIC SHOCK DEVICES
AND DEBILITATING DRUGS.

tor-

YOUR NEIGHBOR IS ARMED WITH PEN
AND PAPER
and uses them to work against unjust imprisonment,
ture, and executions everywhere.

neither
ad-

their

and children

In the US, thousands of citizens write letters to help free
have

convictions,

women,
they

by force for their political

“Prisoners of Conscience” —men,

confined
as

Amnesty International brings hope to Prisoners of Conscience.

YOUR NEIGHBOR BELONGS
TO
~ AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

‘religion, their race, as long
vocated nor used violence.

.

SO CAN YOU.

AIUSA, 304 West 58 Street, New York, NY 10019

STATE
ZIP

[J Send me more information on Amnesty International USA.
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

Three one-act plays performed by The Collective on
Saturday May 2nd at 2:00pm and 7:00pm and Sunday
May 3rd at 7:00pm in the Program Room in Healy Base-

ment. The plays are: Split by Michael Weller; Postmortem

by Professor Raymond Reno; and The Restaurant by Dan
Greenburg.

Jobs
High earnings plus
College Tuition Program.

EeoM/F

respected nationwide.

Cash prizes for students.

A company

No experience necessary
Part time - Full time

Flexible hours - Car helpful

Call: 337-1887
Page 4

Reatle B.C.

Keller

Starr as Silly Star
by Alane
Time: October9, 1 billion B.C.

keep
house,

Place: Mexico, before the white man called it Mexico.
2
The afternoon sun beats down on a dozen gentlemen who are dragging
their knuckles through the underbrush in search of ‘oole,’ or ‘food’ by
standard American English.
Meanwhile, back at the cave, a dozen ill-clothed women
awaiting the return of their shaggy warriors.
the screenplays

for Jaws

and The

Jerk),

featuring

This is the cast of Caveman, directed by Carl Gottlieb (his first film as
director after writing

Ringo Starr and Barbara ‘See-how-big-my-breasts-are’ Bach. This latest of
Mr. Starr’s acting attempts succeeds more than one would expect, given
the raunchy promotion it has enjoyed. While the plct is playful at best, the.
film leaves the viewer with a light heart and a firm appreciation for the
female figure.
Indeed, it is Ms. Bach’s bountiful talents which inspire the first great
technological advances of humankind, as illustrated in this film. Driven
by his desire for Lana (Bach), the tribe leader's main woman, Atuk (Starr)

tries to force his attention on her and becomes a persona non grata in his
primitive social structure. Evicted, Atuk begins his struggle to survive the
factually
though
which
(dinosaurs,
‘matcha’
the
and
elements
anachronistic, are responsible for the film’s best moments). Although
Atuk the renegade, assembles his own tribe, discovers erect posture,
tames fire, domesticates animals, founds medicine, and intiates the

a Beatin

Starr, formerly of The Beatles

humor

is

wrenched

Caveman

hoots at nightfall.
Altogether,

for a primal

scream.

from
situa-

If

rather
you,

witty.

forget this movie, but if you can enjoy frank jokes about sexual absurdity, grab a friend and hunker down

‘upsets
humor

surprisingly
but
bathroom

raw,

is

tions, but occasionally it reaches
the sublime, as with a silhouetted
matcha which howls at the moon,
then crows at dawn, and again

‘doodoo-kaakaa-poopoo’

the

military arms race, he remains ever-faithful to the scornful Lana and
dreams of the day he will have her instead of Tana, an adoring but flatchested blonde (Shelley Long).
From that point, the plot is fairly
simple and the audience is rewarded for rooting for the underdog, as
modern man is wont to do. Often

: Ringo

Taking

A Black & Blue Bust
by Marty Van Opdorp
According to a book of magic,
“The sages say
That a wild beast is in the forest,
Whose skin is of blackest dye.
If any man cut off his head,

His blackness will disappear
And give place to a snowy white
Which will; in turn, transform
:
into deep blue.”
| use this allegory to introduce a lackluster concert film performance by
two vintage heavy metal bands, Black Sabbath and Blue Oyster Cult, enfanfare at the Uptown

Theater.

the film’s tacky Madison

Avenue-style

beginning

until its anti-

titled Black and Blue, which opened (and closed) recently with very little
From

climactic conclusion, Black and Blue failed to evoke any reaction, with a
few noteworthy exceptions, among a small and unenthusiastic audience.
The movie evoked the image of Leonard Pinth Garnell, the host of Satur-

continued on Page 5

future. The concert at Nassau Coliseum on Long
and Blue, does not do justice to either band’s
The Cult and Sabbath do not seem to complewas a marriage conceived in Hell, it was never

pointed by their film effort. Any interest | might have had in Black Sabbath

day Night Live’s “Bad Theater,” trying to rationalize another bad episode.
Having seen the Cult in concert myself and having personally met and
partied with two members of the band, | must confess to being disaphas been ruled out in the
Island depicted in Black
real or imagined talents.
ment each other. If this
consummated on stage.

"IMAGE

the foundations upon which culture

base%: Some al ihe Unieniape
y
the arts and the creative expression
:
nL
is
:

singers,

dancers,

of

musicians,

this.

and

editor

comedians

of

peo-

-- and,

“Intercultural

Center.” Well,

it will

Where is the stronghold of arts at

have a new Pub.

GU? WGTB might have pointed people in the right direction, but alas on

gone the way of the buffalo.

this campus the radio art form has

Well, one oasis in this desert can be
found on the third floor of Healy

across from CP&P. It’s the old Riggs
library, which was painstakingly
converted into the art department
some time ago. It’s a really beautiful

for

President

little regard

species,

had

space, with all the offices enclosed in
glass. But. alas, like the buffalo

the

who

preserving

hunters

_Healy would like to take over the
space and use it for V.I.P. receptions .

and other such functions. No consideration has been given to where
the art department would be housed,
and no one in the administration
,
seems to care.
With a complacent student body

interest on campus, the administra-

and a disparaged and diffused artistic

tion seems ready to cut the heart out
of the art community at GU. And it’s

Page 13

in The Cabaret

a law of nature that without the
heart, the rest of the body soon dies.

Lorenzo and Maria were one of the hottest performers
jubilee.

to the basement, boys. | wonder
about the significance of the name

no theatre capacity. | guess it’s back

auditorium in the building will have

eliminated from the plan and a huge

couldhavebeenaccommodated was

allotment of space, an art gallery that

help remedy this situation. However,
with Dean Krogh controlling the

It would seem that the building of
the new Intercultural Center might

across from the Pub that exudes as
much atmosphere as a dungeon? No
wonder GU can’t attract guest artists.

walled uninspiring basement room

“artists to show their work is a four-

is it that the only facility provided for

garage-size, make-shift theatre? Why

campus, why is it still compelled to
put on performances in a primitive,”

A great deal of the problem is the
attitude of the adminstration towards
the arts at Georgetown. When the
Drama Society accounts for 85 to 90
percent of the theatrical events on

audiences can be found here at GU.
There are students who are as serious
about their creative expression as
they are about their academics. And
there are others who want to participate but don’t know how to get involved.
-

Arts At Georgetown......
Florimbi

An Endangered Species?
by David

The other day | overheard a fellow
student answering a prospective
:
3
freshman’s questions about the arts

al GU: The prospective freshman 01 £2 hlicual
wit tet octet.

Handbook

president

P

ple once they get to GU. It seems a
”

that...What happens to all these
=
Pp

Cooke’s resume to shame. You know,

with credentials that would put Janet

their
applications
must be laden .
:
:

school students in America certainly

from la creme de la creme of high
;
?
:

high caliber student body, one of the
highest in the nation, this according
to the most revered Barron’s College
;
Sof GU dets to choose

than inislisciuglly Gussiioning that
Which they are learning’.
But honestly,
GU has a really
;
2
’

:
a
:
)
more interested in ‘getting
the notes

methods of learning.

Students are

9
:
P
sion of the individual is often kept at
:
:
:
with conservative regurgative

:

Lack of attention wouldn't

..-

bay

looked
dismayed
when
the up;
:
perclassman informed him that ‘sure
there ale Some drarid events and |

:

think there are even a few art courses
offered in the college.’ | couldn't

believe this student’s ignorance, so |
interjected a comment on behalf of
2
the arts at Georgetown, stating that
our campus has plenty of creative
forces doing all sorts of artistic
;
things on and around campus. There
is just no real center of arts activity. |

SA
walked away from the two thinking

owy

to myself how true it is that the arts

SH

are paid: such little attention on our
campus.

:

be so bad if that was the whole
of it

ironies en:
det
at GU is the administra-

of the greatest

but J'snot...
One

countered

travesty to think of all those students

to build

who have forsaken their talents in the

as

the

push

image

bustling

University’s

Dursuli OF the almighty OF), and who

keg panies jo saiisiyineirinellacss,

Arts at Georgetown exist; artists,
musicians, actors, and appreciative

find extracurricular activities such as

a

tion’s constant

has

hauteSohool

‘center.
cosmopolitan
couture. forCertainly.
our

more than its share of international .
- types but one should look deeper into

BY R.C. Losee

The scene: G.U.’s Hall of Nations, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
nights, April 21, 22, and 23. The cast was huge, including 20 evening-gowned
and slit- skirted waitresses and hostesses, 14 white-jacketed and bowtied
waiters and bartenders, and, though the tickets nowhere specified formal
dress, an elegantly-apparelled 320-member-a-night audience. Also on hand
were the performers and band members who made the show complete,
though the costumes for several of the twenty acts were simpler -- a few consisted merely of tight-fitting Danskins and sheer stockings. The event, of
course, was Cabaret VI, and if you weren’t amond the lucky few who participated in the show, or waited on line during the two hours in which it was
sold out, well, you missed your chance to be in the picture and had to stand

outside, like Sky King staring into the window at Rive Gauche.
An independently organized showcase for student talent, the Cabaret,

had its start six years ago, sponsored by a house council in Darnall formal
lounge. It has grown since then in both technical and performance quality,

and in budget. But, says Jodi Olivo (SFS ’81), who has produced the show for

featuring

the past three years, if any money is left over after paying production expenses, it will be used towards a party for all involved in the show, and to
help pay for next year’s cabaret.
This year, those who shelled out $6.50 a ticket and seven bucks for a bottle of Chateau Michel champagne were treated to a slick, nightclub-style

performance

naturally, the other 319 members of the audience. But, when the lights went
down and the music and the drinks started to flow, nobody seemed to mind
paying the price to be “in that number” -- the few who got to see and be part
of Cabaret VI.

May 1, 1981

photo by Chris Losee
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money
ina

hurry.

flashed to the Western Union office or

agent nearest your emergency.

|

900

locations are

|

.
el
m Pick
up your money—usually
withinhe

two hours—at the local Western Union
office or agent. There are 8,500
about

nationally, except in ‘Alaska.
Conveniently,

open 24 hours. It’s that easy.

Be sure to remind your parents about
call Western

Union to the rescue.

:

:

our toll-free number. It’s all they need to
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a dramatist,
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Ce

Labour's.

ticeship

efforts.

one

of

In

the

his

of

Love’s
one

Folger

weakest

Shakespeare’s first plays. It is also

dramatic

considered

Although

there

are a

Theater
Group’s
production,
however, it is almost impossible to
weigh the play’s merits. or faults,
for any objective criticism of the
play itself is overshadowed
by
director Louis Scheeder’s lifeless

production.

:
may

be at-

few
strong
individual
performances, the cast lacks the comic
timing and dramatic stature to pull
this comedy off. Electricity is absotlutely
non-existent.
One
wonders how so many accredited
professional actors could look so

bad together.
This lack of energy

laughtrack.

are

In

director

most
.

.

20th

of the
as

> Se a
to ask

bothered

one

the text and the
even

prompts

En

portrayed

fact,

tributable
to the
director
who
seems to have so overemphasized
the slapstick as to make many
parts of this comedy come off as
unskilled and as poorly acted as
the worst T.V. sitcom -- without the

characters

the

~
The public expects to see some
of the area’s finest Shakespeare

the

actors

use

speech

a

na

1S

is

and ac-

a, partouay
or

itselr |
great Sins With $18 Snaing 1

he

nt

a rot
while.

May 1, 1981

vl

in :

Most siiled arectors
ao take |

_ The play redeemed

oe In ber eiinus,
ang Bane

France, the other

in

were given by some of the lesser

ee

his own terms, the Shakespoure
play insults theon

:1ysto appreciate

underestimating the public's abili-

me

Shakespeare more “accessible,”

wn

and mannerisms ‘extractea from

gestures

However, in
spearean Library.
their desire to please, the Folger
has sacrificed professionalism by
pandering to popular tastes. When

at the Folger since it is a Shake -

with Shakespeare.
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phone.

~ Card Money Order, up to $1,000, will be

that

oo

An emergency stop for repairs can

|

|

wipe out even the best-heeled traveler.
Luckily, all you need is the price of a

|

I

phone call to get you the money before

you

your car gets off the lift. Here’s what to
do when

fast by

or

m Call home. Report the situation, and
to you

tell the folks they can get emergency
cash

the

a

m Ask them to call Western Union's

Missouri, 800-342-6700), By

charge the money

and

toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in
night. They

rm sty eek Swmir

He

Jad

between

#

VISAt card. A Western Union Charge

-

protrayal

:

tension

|

|

|
|
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|
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|

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.
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Is your reflection in the mirror getting you down? Is your pink Fair Isle

around campus?

losing its initial glowing vitality and
merely blending into the bland prep

rather

Interestingly,

than

to

spired the emperor's

sameness,

dress

the

it is

artsy

new clothes.

exciting, it’s the very attitude that in-

queness

Yes, you no longer need be plagued by
the starch in your upturned collar and
underwear anymore. The artsy look is
‘the word. The artsy look inspires uni-

Well then, there is an easy viable alternative. Shelve your preppie handbook.

~ fashions so common

~

¥

or all

O’Keefe,

Jameson,

Georgia

Judith

Rotten,
Johns,

have

touched

a

paint

brush,

Sr

ie

cn of SEa

est Rs

~The

Pips

EE

1 HE

A

eet i
Sv

ripped at the sleeves is always unique
(Earring optional).

Brothers’ best hasn’t even had

0.K,, so you say that’s a bit extreme,
your
and that’s understandable,
Brooks

,a chance to familiarize itself with its
hanger. So back to the basics. Levi's
have always been in vogue for the

or

are

spotted

with

a

more patchwork per square inch than

comfortable arts look, but, hey, keep
the Beatle boots, and remember the
jeans are invalid lest they border on
total loss of color and thread, contain
denims

nonthat

millenium of unidentifiable stains. A
cotton shirt and a vest work well with
this outfit (so do surfing T-shirts, for
that matter). Following along this art-

the
are also
there
sy vein,
types
denounciant
materialist

sport used tuxedo jackets (really given
them by their old man) and sport coats
along with a pair of Levi’s and don’t
forget those Nikes, (you know, the
white ones with the cute little wings).
to this look
appendages
Optional

many

of the arts

might be a thin tie. This style is entire-

or art prior

ly unisexual, as are

culture

have

Now the variations and extremes on
the theme are plentiful; it merely takes

a little innovative creativity and you
can leave the green gator and the
docksidered masses behind. This is

mian.

Ladies,

if the blue

blazer syndrome bums you out, artsier than ever
are Oriental quilt jackets. Peasant
| dresses, Hendrix style scarves, gaudy
earrings and Frye boots, these make

been

palatable

items

among

| the artsy set; this is possibly the only

always

| as spacy. Leg warmers and Levi's have

how many khakis and Oxford outfits | one feel as free as a gypsy and maybe

one of the attractions to this style of
dress; when walking across campus,

looks... hmm, wonder why. A departure
| from the straight Levi's look is Bohe-

and you can leave the green gator and
docksidered masses behind.

It merely takes a little innovative creativity

encountered

“to being inundated by it at G.U.

that matter, artsy dréssers may never

who have never been to a prep school
outside of Newark or Missoula, for

danced a step, or touched a guitar.
Like many of the preps on campus

never

of Greenwich Village collectively and

Jasper

Johnny

look, one need not be an artist. Why
"hell, you can dress like John Lennon,

~~

can you count, but a pair of black
leather pants with some Beatle boots
and your fave, rave rock band T-shirt
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Hoya’s Alternativ
drobe.

how

to wear

time Tretorn sneaks fit the artsy warto know
This past Sixties, drugs and

an airy

warmers; they just look good.
roll genre of dress embodies
thought process; this should be kept .
in mind (or out of mind) while choosing your outfits.

...there is an easy,

viable alternative.
Shelve your preppy
handbook.

format

If your personality isn’t suited to
this style of dress, you can take an enhaute
-- the
different tack
tirely
couturian dress. If you are one of
those types that loves to throw small,
little parties, but hates the stock ques-

tion and answer

artsy patron’s party that delves into

Hoya party, maybe a change in wardrobe could land you an invite to an

upbringing without ever losing sight of

the surreal or just down home bizarre.
Discrete designer labels are plusses,
because playing down your bourgeios

e To Prepdom
basic

tenet

this

Story and Photos by Raymond
a

of
is
it entirely

this in
accep-

look 3-4 years old.

genre’s philosophy. So, with
mind, Calvin Klein jeans are

table only if they

by the Western

stitching

on the

Jean jackets are fun if they're Laurens,
because you can only tell that it cost

$60

pockets. This stitch also appears on
many of the cowboy boots which are a
prerequisite part of this artsy war-

drobe. Funky colors are great for this

pink
and
green
yellow,
not
look,
though; electric sky blue and purple,
played off with black cosmetics, are
more in line. That Paris-London-Milan
look can be the key to spicing your
life; it will never be in doubt that you
are the art world, so what if you're
:
from Paramus, N.J.?

The Ralph Lauren jean look

(From left to right):

look

topped

is thrill-for-the-thrill—
note fancy pocket stitching; Sid Jones models an

sporty pinstripes;

brahmin

off with

airy

Thorpe
Lynne
Lovely
Kerouac
displays Casual
ensemble a la strohs.
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